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Olson, Abraham J. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2015. The dynamics of ultracold
atoms in light-induced synthetic gauge fields. Major Professor: Yong P. Chen.
A central aim of this research is to study the dynamics of ultracold atoms in syn-
thetic gauge fields. In this work, we developed a method to optimize the evaporation
of ultracold atoms to the Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) phase. We implement a
model of atomic evaporation in a trapping potential, and we find optimal parameters
for the trap depth and stiffness during evaporation. Using this model, we achieve a
high efficiency of optical evaporation (γeff = 4.0).
Using that BEC, we study the dynamics of the BEC in various light-induced
synthetic gauge fields. In particular, we have studied the transition between adiabatic
and diabatic transport in a spin-orbit (SO) coupled BEC, and found the behavior to
be well understood by the Landau-Zener (LZ) theory. Various parameters of the
SO coupled BEC were explored, and we demonstrated the ability to use such LZ
transitions as the basis of an atomic transistor.
Finally, we created a novel type of 3π spin-orbit coupling for ultracold atoms
using modulated Raman coupling. Using the 3π SO coupling eigenlevel structure,
we observed a Stueckelberg type interference of the BEC. We developed a model of
Stueckelberg type interferometers, and we were able to quantitatively account for the
observed interference fringes.
1
1. Introduction: Ultracold atoms in synthetic gauge fields
The contents of this chapter provide an brief overview of the research
field to which this thesis contributes. For more thorough reviews of syn-
thetic gauge fields in ultracold atomic physics, see Refs [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
1.1 Overview of ultracold atoms research
The first experimental observations of a Bose-Einstein condensate in 1995 [6,7,8]
was both the attainment of the Holy Grail of the previous decades impressive efforts
to cool dilute atomic gases, and the herald of a new era of the study of degenerate
quantum gases. In this new era, experimentalists have continually achieved novel and
higher degrees of control of degenerate quantum gases. Theory, in turn, has provided
complimentary descriptions of the phenomena observed in ultracold gases—often just
preceding or just following experimental observation. Today, the study of ultracold
atomic gases shows no sign of slowing down.
The new physical phenomena observed with ultracold matter are too numerous
to cover; nonetheless here we will present a brief summary of the research done on
ultracold gases to date. Both bosonic and fermionic atoms have been cooled to
quantum degeneracy, but as the work performed for this thesis was with bosons that
will be the focus of this summary. A gas of bosons cooled to absolute zero will form
a single coherent quantum state which describes all atoms in the system. Following a
mean-field approach, the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) provides a description of









+ Vext(r, t) + g|Ψ0(r, t)|2
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Ψ0( r, t) (1.1)
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where, on the right-hand side, the first term accounts for the kinetic energy, the




the mean-field contribution of the low-energy, inter-atomic scattering interaction [9].
The symbols used in this work follows that found in the symbols table (see front) and
the constants can be found in Appendix A. Earlier experiments in BECs probed the
quantum nature of the state, for example by observing the inversion of the BEC’s
aspect ratio when released from a harmonic trap [6], and the interference of two
BECs [10].
Subsequent experiments have studied the effects of different trapping potentials,
Vext, such as double wells [11], optical lattices [12], lower dimension traps [13], toroidal
traps [14], and disordered potentials [15]. Other experiments have focused on the
effects of the final term represented in the GPE, the atomic interactions. The s-wave
scattering length, as, is tunable in the alkalis by using a magnetic Feshbach resonance.
This, in turn, allows for the creation of degenerate gases with contact interactions
that range from 0 to ±∞ [16, 17]. This has led to, among others, studies of Efimov
states [18], observations of the BEC-BCS crossover [19], the universal behaviors of
strongly interacting gases [20]. Not included in the above GPE equation are still
other experiments which have focused on multi-component BECs, where the GPE
description would be be expanded to include different possible states (e.g. hyperfine
spin states) [21, 22], or on ultracold gases with strong dipolar interaction [23], where
the GPE would need to account for the long-range, anisotropic interactions.
The possibility of modification and control of the kinetic term is intriguing because
adding a gauge-term allows for the study of electric and magnetic type forces in
ultracold gases. This novel possibility was first realized in early studies of rotating
3
BECs [24]. Starting from a classical picture, for a frame rotating with angular velocity
Ωrot relative to the laboratory frame, three forces arise in the rotating frame,
FCentrifugal = −mΩrot × (Ωrot × r) (1.2)
FCoriolis = 2m(r × Ωrot) (1.3)
FTransverse = −m(∂Ωrot/∂t)× r (1.4)
where m is the particle mass, r is the position coordinate, and v is the velocity
vector [25].
The effect of these forces create the same behavior as a charged particle in the
laboratory frame with electric and magnetic fields
E = (m/qp)Ωrot × (Ωrot × r) (1.5)
B = −(2m/qp)Ωrot (1.6)
where qp is the particle charge. From electrodynamics, the fields can be written with
the gauge terms A for the vector potential, and Φ for the scaler potential




B = −∇× A. (1.8)










where c is the speed of light. From the Hamiltonian term, the effect of rotation
effectively modifies the kinetic energy term by introducing a gauge term, A, and can
be included in the GPE equation.
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For rotating ultracold gases, this creates an effective magnetic field for the atoms
in the rotating frame. Experimental efforts realized the creation of vortices in a
BEC from such effective magnetic fields, and in 2001 scientists achieved high enough
rotation rates to create vortex lattices, an example of which is seen in Fig. 1.1 (a) [26].
Recently, there has been a renewed interest in creating controllable gauge fields, but
by using laser-dressed states of a BEC and has been termed “light induced synthetic
gauge fields”. The mechanism for generating light-induced gauge fields will be covered
in the next section.
Early observation of the effect of uniform light-induced gauge fields [27] was
quickly followed by observations of synthetic magnetic fields by creating spatially
varying gauge fields [28] (Fig. 1.1 b). Since the initial observations, an active field of
research has opened up in studying both bosonic and fermionic atoms in light-induced
synthetic gauge potentials. Since 2009, experimental observations include the gener-
ation of synthetic electric [29], spin-obit coupling [30], Zwitterbewegung [31, 32], and
Hall-type measurements [33], among others [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. We note
a concurrently emerging field of studying synthetic gauge fields created by loading
atoms into an optical lattice and using Raman-assisted tunneling [43, 44, 45], and
another by using a “shaken” optical lattice [46].
1.2 Creating light induced synthetic gauge fields in ultracold atomic sys-
tems
To create light-induced synthetic spin-orbit and vector gauge potentials, counter-
propagating Raman beams couple ground state substates of an atom [27,47,48]. For
concreteness, we’ll use we use the |mF 〉 states of F = 1 ground state manifold of 87Rb
, the same one used in our experiment. The Raman beams have perpendicular linear
polarizations. If atoms start initially in the |mF = 0〉 state, the Raman beams couple a
“family” of states |mf , ky〉 consisting of Ψ (ky) = {|−1, ky + 2kr〉 , |0, ky〉 , |+1, ky − 2kr〉}.







and the origin of the gauge term can be seen by comparing to the normal expression for
a charged particle in a gauge field Hgauge = 2(q− qeAx/)2/2meff where meff is the
effective mass. Since the ky,min value can be shifted by tuning δ, the Raman coupling
leads to a controllable gauge term in the description of the system. For clarity, ky is
often called the quasi-momentum, to distinguish it from the lab-frame momentum,
klab = ky − 2(mF )kr. The minimum energy eigenstate of the lowest eigenlevel, E−, is
always a zero-momentum state in the lab frame, but in the quasi-momentum frame
can possess momentum. Restated using the quantum wavefunction notation, for any
ground state Ψ(ky,min) = c1 |−1, ky,min + 2kr〉 + c2 |0, ky,min〉 + c3 |+1, ky,min − 2kr〉,
the quasi-momentum ky,min can be non-zero, but the lab momentum, klab,min =
|c1|2(ky,min + 2kr) + |c2|2(ky,min) + |c3|2(ky,min − 2kr), is equal to zero.
1.2.1 Spin-Orbit regime
If ΩR < 4Er and |δ3s|  εq, the E−(ky) band can allow multiple minima. In this
regime, the system can be approximated by a two-state description with two minima
in the lowest band of the dispersion relation, and is called the spin-orbit regime
due to the gauge terms having the form of equal Rashba and Dresselhaus spin-orbit
coupling [28]. The approximation considers just a two state spin-orbit coupling with
atoms only occupying the bare states |mf〉 = c0 |0〉+ c±1 |±1〉. In this case, the third
|mf〉 state’s effect is to perturb the energy levels of the two-state system, an example
of which is seen in Fig. 1.4. In the two-state limit and with δ = 0 (where δ is relevant
the 2-state detuning of the lasers), the system is analytically solvable [48]. The lower




















Figure 1.3. Example of quasi-momentum, single particle dispersion curves
(a.k.a. “bands”) due to the counter-propogating Raman beams, here with
ΩR = 6Er and δ = 0, 6 Er for (a) and (b) respectively. The solid lines
indicate the dressed states, with the spin component of the state indicated
by the color ({red,blue,green} for mF = {−1, 0,+1}). The undressed,
bare states are indicated by the dashed lines.
In practice, we computationally solve the eigenlevels and eigenvalues for the figures
and work presented in this thesis. Computer codes for such computations can be
found in Appendix F.
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Figure 1.4. Example of quasi-momentum, single particle dispersion curves
in the spin-orbit limit with ΩR = 1.8ER and δ = 0.6 ER.. The |−1〉, |0〉,
and |+1〉 mF bare state component of each dressed level is indicated by
the red, blue, and green color respectively. The dotted lines indicate the
bare state energy levels.
1.3 Thesis Goals
The central goal of this thesis is to experimentally explore and understand the
dynamics of a BEC in light-induced gauge fields and, where possible, to utilize such
dynamics for interesting physical applications. In the course of pursuing this goal,
the following contributions were made:
1. We created an apparatus to study Bose-Einstein condensates and developed a
technique to optimize the efficiency of BEC production [49].
2. We created SO coupled BECs. We developed transport methods to study the
dynamics of BECs in the SO coupled eigenlevels.
3. We explored the inter-eigenlevel transitions of a SO coupled BEC due to adia-
batic breakdown and found–for the parameter region of our study–that it was
well characterized by the Landau-Zener formula [50].
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4. We experimentally generated a new type of SO coupling which possesses a 3π
rotation of the BEC spin polarization’s dependence on momentum.
5. We engineered an atomic interferometer using light-induced synthetic gauge
fields.
1.4 Outline of Dissertation
As a new apparatus has been constructed for this work, Chapter 2 provides a
description of the apparatus and may provide helpful information for others seeking
to do similar research. Chapter 3 reports the method we employ to create BECs, in-
cluding an in-depth discussion of the scheme we developed to optimize the efficiency
of evaporative cooling. Chapter 4 provides a report of observations of Landau-Zener
transitions in a spin-orbit coupled BEC. Chapter 5 covers experimental observations
of a BEC in a periodically modulated SO coupling, where the modulation creates
a “3π” SO coupling and is also used to create an atomic interferometer. We con-
clude in Chapter 6 with prospects for future research. Finally, within the appendices
a reader familiar with ultracold atomic research may find some helpful references
and information on magneto-optical trapping, building tapered amplifiers, the exper-
imental control setup used for these experiments, as well as some other general lab
techniques.
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2. The Rubidium 87 BEC Apparatus
2.1 Introduction
A new BEC apparatus was constructed for this thesis.1 We have optimized the
apparatus to regularly produce nearly pure BEC’s of 2 − 4 × 104 atoms every 10-
20 seconds. This chapter summarizes the current apparatus and equipment used
for producing BECs via all-optical evaporative cooling with a 1550 nm dipole trap.
The subsequent Chapter (Ch. 3) covers the experimental method and optimization of
the evaporative cooling to produce BECs. For general treatments of optical cooling,
magneto-optical trapping, optical trapping, and ultracold atom apparatus construc-
tion we refer the interested reader to Refs. [51, 52, 53, 54].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.1. (a) Global view of the apparatus, which fits on a single
optical table. (b) The optics surrounding the main ‘science’ chamber. (c)
our glass cell used for the ‘science’ chamber, where we create BECs. Note
the glass cell that allows for excellent optical access and the ability to add
many more lasers at a wide range of angles for future investigations.
1Historical note: A BEC was first produced with this apparatus on May 29, 2011, believed to be
the first atomic BEC created in the state of Indiana.
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A thin copper tube connects MOT A and MOT B to maintain a differential
pressure. A “push beam” laser resonant with the D2 line of 87Rb is aligned down
the tube and with MOT A and B. The push beam is pulsed on every few seconds to
push atoms via the recoil momentum from photon absorption from MOT A to MOT
B. MOT B is maintained around 1 − 2 × 10−9 Torr, with a noticeable increase and
decrease of ±3×10−10 Torr being observed after long days of loading MOT B.2 In May
2013, the MOT A side ion pump failed. However, running the titanium sublimation
pump (TSP) once every 2 weeks appears to maintain sufficient vacuum on the MOT
B side to achieve BEC. MOT B can be loaded with 2×108 atoms every 10-20 seconds.
2.3 Lasers and Optics
The 87Rb BEC apparatus requires a number of lasers and optics to produce and
guide the correct light fields to the experimental chambers. Following is a brief
description of the laser and optics experimental setup.
2.3.1 MOT Cooling, Repump, Detection and Push Beams
12 mW of 780 nm laser light from a Toptica DL Pro extended cavity diode laser
is used to seed a homebuilt Tapered Amplifier (HB-TA). Prior to the TA, part of the
DL Pro light output is sent through an AOM and into a Doppler free spectroscopy
locking device (CoZy). The AOM shifts the DL Pro light to allow a lock at -233 MHz
below the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 cooling transition. Approximately 30 mW of the HB-TA’s
power is used to seed a Toptica BoosTA. The BoosTA output is frequency shifted to
provide the MOT A cooling beam (single-pass AOM at 220 MHz), the push beam and
the detection beam (both double-passed AOM at 116.5 MHz). The HB-TA output
is frequency shifted in a double-pass to provide all of the MOT B cooling light. The
cooling beams, push and detection beams are all fiber coupled.
2Trap loading measurements indicate a higher vacuum in MOT B than shown by the gauge.
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the laser is first split into two beams by PBS, and then sent through separate AOMs
which control the intensity and also frequency shift the beams by 220 MHz from
each other to minimize interference. Their polarizations are also perpendicular. One
beam of 6 W is focused to 22 μm, and the other of 22 W is focused to 88 μm. They
intersect at 45 degrees from each other at the center of the MOT. The IPG laser is
never set above 81% output to improve stability.3 Due to the high powers involved,
thermal lensing has been observed through optical components and/or the AOMs.
Beam profiling at high power is necessary to ensure the resultant beam shape and
diameter is the one desired. This often involves using a pick-off, which may itself lead
to some thermal lensing. In the end the optical trap frequencies are measured by
parametric resonance and thus the beam profiling is sufficient for initial alignments.
Due to decreasing laser power output from the IPG Laser, in March 2013 we
implemented a recycled wide beam layout. With the new layout, shown in Fig. 2.4,
we achieved BECs in a similar configuration to previous, but with 12 W power in the
narrow beam and 12 W power in the wide beam.
3This was true until Dec 2012. Due to declining output power from the IPG laser, the percentage





The method of absorption imaging is employed in this experiment to probe the
atom clouds density and temperature. [57] A 100 μs pulse of circularly (σ±) light
resonant with the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 transition is sent through the cloud, and then
captured by a lens system to a CCD camera (Andor iXon EM+ CCD). The atomic
cloud absorbs some of the photons, and the decrease in intensity of the beam is
called the optical density. As long as the probe intensity is less than the saturation
intensity of the imaging transition (Isat = 1.67mW/cm
2) and the cloud is in the dilute
regime, the optical density corresponds to the 2D column density of the atomic cloud
(i.e. conditions for Beer’s law are valid. Little blurring occurs on the timescale of
absorption imaging. In addition, a magnetic field of zero is required to capture the
true density of a cloud, otherwise Zeeman shifts reduce the absorption of the probe
beam. See Refs. [58] and [57] for a more thorough treatment of absorption imaging.
To reduce the appearance of fringes due to optical imperfections in the optical density,
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. (2.1)
2.6.1 Imaging thermal atoms
The atoms are, for thermal atom clouds, assumed to be in a gaussian distribution







. Thus the total








= 2.9×10−13 m2. We note that there are polarization and detun-
ing dependent factors to the expression of σeg. The above values are for circularly
polarized light resonant with the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 transition on the 87Rb D2 line.
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The temperature of a thermal atom cloud can be determined by its rate of ther-
mal, free expansion. This is called time-of-flight, and finding the temperature, T ,

















2.6.2 Imaging Bose-Einstein condensates
The Gaussian density profile and the TOF equations in the above assume a ther-
mal cloud. When the atomic cloud cools towards a BEC, the ground state of the
system begins to be more populated. Once T ≈ Tc, a bimodal distribution is fit
to the atoms, distinguishing the condensate from the thermal component. As the
atoms are further cooled, the bimodal distribution gives way to a pure BEC. If the
contact energy is much greater than the kinetic energy (the Thomas-Fermi regime),
the spatial profile of the BEC takes the form of an inverted parabola.
TOF images can be fit using a similar method to thermal atoms, but the ex-
pansion no longer provides thermal temperature information. Instead, it reveals the
momentum distribution of the ground state of the system. Modeled by Eqns. 3.26 one
can find the in-situ cloud size and trapping frequencies, given a known atom number
and expansion.
2.6.3 Imaging Optics
The resolving ability in air or vacuum (index of refraction n = 1) is δl = 1.22fλ/D,
which is 476nm/NA at 780 nm since NA = nD/(2f). Thus, to maximize the reso-
lution a high NA is desirable, with minimal aberrations. Currently we employ a 30
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mm diameter lens at 80 mm from the cell, so the NA is 0.19. The best theoretical
resolution is thus 2.5 microns assuming no aberrations. The 30 mm diameter (80
mm focal length, Gradium) lens is followed by a 2 inch diameter, achromatic doublet
(f = 150mm, Thorlabs) lens, which focuses the image to the Andor iXon CCD cam-
era. The setup gives a magnification of ×1.87 (calculated from thin lens equations),
and the image size is thus 4.2 μm/pixel on the CCD. Further calibrations from two-
photon recoil kick experiments gave an magnification of 4.6 μm/pixel, which is the
value used in the work of this thesis.
2.7 Raman lasers to create light induced gauge fields
A laser beam from an ECDL is used to generate the Raman beams for the gauge
field experiments. The amplitude and frequency are computer controlled using a
homebuilt RF control and amplifying circuit, with the initial frequencies generated
by a commercial direct digital synthesizer. As seen in Fig. 2.7, the Raman beams are
both coupled into separate polarizing maintaining optical fibers. Each fiber delivers
the beam to the the BEC experimental chamber where optics guide the Raman beams
to be counter-propagating in the vertical direction. The beams are focused to the
BEC area using an optical lenses. The Raman beams are red-detuned of the 87Rb
D2 line, and the optical trapping force is sufficient to peturb the 1550 nm optical
trap which holds the BEC. This feature is utilized to align the Raman beams to the
BEC position, and optics mounted to dual-axis translation stages assist with the final
alignment of the Raman beams to the BEC.
Calibration of the Raman coupling strength is done by observing Raman-Rabi
oscillations of the BEC spin state. A initial calibration of the total detuning δ is
done first by pulsing on the Raman beams for ≈ 100 μs and observing the population
transfer from the mF = 0 state as a function of δ for the range of δ ≈ ±6Er, which is
controlled by the bias magnetic field coils. The bias magnetic field is then set such that




3. Creating a Bose-Einstein condensate
Main results of this chapter have been published in Refs. [49].
For the last 20 years, experimentalists have utilized many different technologies to
create quantum degenerate gases. Nearly all experiments rely on some combination
of laser cooling and forced evaporative cooling. Typically, the atoms are first cooled
by a magneto-optical trap to a temperature in the 10-100’s of micro-Kelvin, and
then transferred to either a magnetic or optical trap. The atoms then undergo forced
evaporative cooling in the trap to reach the nano-Kelvin temperatures needed to form
quantum degenerate gases.1
The starting point for nearly all ultracold atomic studies is the magneto-optical
trap (MOT). Three dimensional Doppler-cooling is achieved by tuning three, orthog-
onal pairs of laser beams (with each laser in the pair counter-propagating) to be
red-detuned from atomic resonance. A magnetic field gradient is applied to center
the detuning minimum at the intersection of these three beam pairs. While simple
in concept, there is a rich arena of physics in the MOT itself. A full theoretical
description of a MOT must take into account Doppler and sub-doppler cooling pro-
cesses, diffusion of the atoms due to momentum kicks from the cooling photons,
re-emitted photons heating the MOT, any repump transitions, inhomogeneities or
mis-alignments in the magnetic and optical fields, atom-atom collisions, and attenu-
ation of the cooling beams as they propagate through the atomic cloud. All of these
effects are tuned by a multitude of MOT parameters, and the “parameter-space”
for possible experimental investigations is large. Further details on magneto-optical
trapping can be found in Appendix B.
1Though we do note the recent progress in narrow-line cooling which has allowed for the creation of
a BEC by direct laser cooling without forced evaporation [59].
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Our method for creating BECs is based on a standard method of first laser cooling
in a MOT and then using forced evaporative cooling in an optical dipole trap. In
this chapter I discuss how we optimized the creation of BECs for our apparatus.
Some of the presentation will be general theory applicable to any atomic species,
but I typically use 87Rb as a reference point and include some results specific to our
apparatus to compare with the theory.
Table 3.1.
Calculated values of the MOT Doppler temperature, single-photon recoil
energy (calculated at 780 nm), and critical temperature for Bose-Einstein
condensation for Rubidium.
TD 145 μK
Er kB(180 nK); h(3.75 kHz)
TC ≈ 100nK
3.1 Dipole Trapping and Loading Optical Traps
3.1.1 Trapping with Optical Dipole Forces
After initial cooling in the MOT, atoms are transferred to an optical dipole trap
(see Section 3.1.2). To briefly review the theory of optical dipole trapping (see also
[60, 53, 61]), a laser’s electric field can induce a dipole moment in an atom. That
polarized atom in turn experiences a dipole force acting on it from gradients in the
electric field of the laser. The potential the atom experiences is proportional to the

















There are three regimes of optical traps that are categorized by the detuning, Δ ≡
ω−ω0, of the laser beam’s frequency, ω, from the atomic resonant transition frequency,
ω0. In the near resonance case, Δ ≈ Γ and while experiencing a trapping force, a large
scattering rate prohibits trapping of ultracold atoms for evaporative cooling purposes.
Far-off resonance optical traps (FORTs), in which ω0 
 Δ 
 Γ, are increasingly com-
mon as high power (≥25 Watt) near-infrared (NIR) lasers become more economically
affordable.2 The third regime of optical trapping has been called quasi-electrostatic
optical traps (QUESTs) in which Δ 
 ω0. The first all-optical BEC was achieved
using a 10.6 μm CO2 QUEST with
87Rb in 2001. [62] However, due to the need for
specialized vacuum ports when using far IR lasers, many experimentalists are opting
in favor of NIR lasers and thus are in the FORT regime.
3.1.2 Loading the optical dipole trap
Assuming an equilibrium between a dipole trap of potential in the presence of the
MOT, one can use a Fokker-Planck model to find the number of atoms loaded in the

























exp [β(1− u2)]− 1du; β = − ln(1− x) (3.5)
We can assume a harmonic potential defined by a harmonic length ri is formed by
the FORT in each dimension:











2The technical range of NIR is often defined as 0.75-1.4 micron wavelength. Here I extend the region
to include up to 2 micron wavelengths, as FORT’s of up to about 2 microns are becoming common.
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However, Eqn 3.3 assumes equal density across the entire dipole trap. As our
FORT wavelength is in the NIR, and thus the Rayleigh length is long, this assumption

























Such modeling neglects the effect of the dipole trap on the operation of the magneto-
optical trapping transition. Since the 1550 nm light strongly AC-Stark shifts the
5S1/2 → 5P3/2 cooling transition of the MOT (≈ −150 MHz shift of the atomic
transition relative to the cooling light frequency for our experiment) 3, this steady
state model is of limited utility for our experiments.
To circumvent the problem of the strong AC-Stark shifts, we use a time-dependent
process to transfer atoms from the MOT to the dipole trap, similar to that in Ref. [64].
As shown in the timing diagram of Fig. 3.1, to load the optical dipole trap, first load
≈ 1×108 atoms in the MOT. During this time the cooling beams’ detuning from the
resonance, δcooling, is set to -20 MHz with a total cooling beam power of 70 mW, the
repump beam is set to resonance and an intensity Irepump = 1.8 mW/cm
2, and the
magnetic field gradient is set to GB = 15 G/cm. To maximize atoms loaded into the
optical dipole trap, we apply a four stage compression and cooling process. First, the
δcooling is decreased in 10 ms to -30 MHz and held for 20 ms. Next, GB is increased
to 51 G/cm in 5 ms and held for 25 ms. Then, GB is ramped to 1 G/cm in 5 ms.
Simultaneously, δcooling is decreased to -35.5 MHz in 2 ms, and Irepump is instantly
decreased to a few μW/cm2. Finally, an optical molasses stage is applied for 1 ms,
where Irepump is restored to 1.8 mW/cm
2, GB is ramped entirely off, and δcooling is
ramped to -130.5 MHz. At the start of the 50 ms optical dipole trap loading stage,
δcooling is changed to -195 MHz, Irepump is dropped to a few μW/cm
2, and the dipole
trap wide beam is turned on to full power (18 W). During that 50 ms, the dipole trap
narrow beam is linearly ramped on to 9 W. After loading for 50 ms, the MOT cooling
3This AC-Stark shift is due to the nearby 5P3/2 to 4D3/2 transition at 1529nm in
87Rb. The 5S1/2
to 5P3/2 transition is used as the cooling transition in the MOT.
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beams are turned off with the repump beams turned off a few hundreds of μs before
the cooling to optically pump the atoms to the F = 1 ground state. If only the wide
beam is applied we observe n = 1×1011atoms/cm3 and T = 10 μK. For such initial
conditions, the Γel is too low for efficient evaporation. The addition of the narrow
beam potential after loading increases Γel, aiding efficient evaporation [21, 65, 66].
After the 500 ms hold time in the optical dipole trap with the dimple on, there are
5×105 atoms at 60 μK and a density of 3.5×1012 atoms/cm3.
3.2 Optimizing the efficiency of evaporative cooling in optical dipole traps
3.2.1 Introduction to evaporative cooling
Initial studies in both optical [67] and magnetic [68] confinement of neutral atoms
led to the realization that forced evaporative cooling could create colder atom tem-
peratures [69]. Forced evaporation proceeds by a lowering of the trap depth, which
allows the hotter atoms to escape the trap while the colder atoms remain and rether-
malize. This method of evaporative cooling played a critical role in realizing atomic
Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [6, 7, 8] and degenerate Fermi gases [70]. Though
primarily used as a tool in the creation of quantum degenerate gases, evaporative
cooling also presents interesting physics in itself [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76].
Most early experiments in evaporative cooling were performed in magnetic traps.
Optical dipole trapping and evaporation, however, have been increasingly popular, be-
cause optical traps give access to all magnetic spin states, have less stringent vacuum
requirements, and allow the use of Feshbach resonances to modify atomic interac-
tions. A key difference between optical and magnetic forced evaporative cooling is
the modification of the trap frequency during evaporation. In magnetic traps, since
evaporation is carried out by using an rf “knife” to remove atoms from the trap, the
trap frequency can remain constant as the trap depth is lowered [77]. In optical dipole
traps, the simplest forced evaporative cooling is done by lowering the trapping laser
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power. In contrast to magnetic trapping, for such evaporation the average trap fre-
quency, ω̄, is reduced as ω̄ ∝ U0.5 where U is the trap depth [62,78]. Since the elastic
collision rate (and thus the evaporation rate) decreases with decreasing ω̄, efficient
all-optical evaporative cooling can be hindered by stagnation of the cooling process.
To address this limitation, various techniques have been developed to change the re-
lationship between the trap frequency and trap depth during evaporation in optical
dipole traps, such as the zoom lens trap [79], the tilted trap [80,64], and transitioning
from a single beam to cross-beam optical dipole trap geometry [81].
The typical goal of evaporative cooling is to increase the number of atoms that
reach quantum degeneracy. Atom losses via three-body recombination and one-body
background collisions limit the attainable efficiency for most experimental evaporative
cooling efforts. To optimize evaporation, the rates of three-body and one-body losses
should be kept small compared to the rate of evaporation. Generally, if evaporation
proceeds too slowly, one-body losses become the major loss mechanism and limit
achievable efficiency. If evaporation proceeds rapidly with nearly constant trapping
frequency, three-body losses may be dominant.
In this section, we report a general strategy for optimizing the efficiency of evapo-
ration in optical dipole traps. This strategy involves selecting a relationship between
the trap frequency, trap depth, and atom cloud temperature during evaporation to
minimize one-body and three-body losses, and thereby maximize the number of atoms
that reach the desired final phase space density. We first introduce a theoretical model
for evaporative cooling. We demonstrate using this model to find optimal evaporative
cooling routes for experiments. We then present results utilizing this strategy in our
experiment, in which a highly efficient optical evaporative cooling is achieved.
A few definitions will aid in the ensuing discussion. We parametrize the relation-
ship between the weakening of the trap frequency and the trap depth by ν, where
ω̄ ∝ U ν . The ratio of trap depth, U , to atom cloud temperature, T , is given by
η = U/kBT where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. Optimal evaporation is achieved
by selecting these two parameters, η and ν, for the evaporation route such that rates
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of one-body and three-body losses, Γ1B and Γ3B, are kept small. The efficiency of
evaporation is quantified by γeff = − ln(ρf/ρi)/ ln(Nf/Ni), where ρ = n0λ3dB is the
phase space density, N is the number of atoms in the trap, n0 = Nω̄
3[m/(2πkBT )]
3/2
is the calculated peak atomic density, λdB =
√
2π2/mkBT is the thermal deBroglie
wavelength, ω̄ is the geometric mean of the trap frequencies, m is the atomic mass,
and  is the reduced Planck’s constant. Many previous experiments typically achieve
values of γeff ≈ 2.5− 3.5 (see Table 3.3). Our optimized scheme realizes γeff = 4.0,
and our theoretical model gives a guide for other experiments to optimize their effi-
ciencies.
3.2.2 Theory of forced evaporative cooling
We first present the theory employed to model evaporative cooling of ultracold
atomic gases. While scaling laws have been derived to describe evaporative cooling
in optical dipole traps and are helpful in gaining a qualitative understanding, the
analyses are limited by their neglect of losses or by only treating specific cases (i.e.
ν = 0.5) [78, 80]. To develop our strategy of optimizing the evaporative cooling, we
employ a kinetic theory of evaporative cooling [72, 82, 76, 83]. In the kinetic theory
approach, a truncated Boltzmann distribution is used to describe the distribution of
atoms in the trapping potential, U(r):
f(r, p) = n0λ
3
dB exp
[− (U(r) + p2/2m) /kBT ]Θ (ηkBT − U(r)− p2/2m) (3.8)
In the deep trap limit (η > 6 for three-dimensional (3D) harmonic traps) the trunca-
tion effects are small [72] and the Heaviside step function, Θ, in the distribution can
be replaced by unity for calculations of the atom number and energy density.





f(r, p)d3p = n0 exp (−U(r)/kBT ) (3.9)
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n0kBT exp (−U(r)/kBT ) + U(r)n(r)
(3.10)
The total energy in this deep trap limit is E = 3NkBT , and the atom number and
energy evolution during evaporation can be modeled by
Ṅ = Ṅev + Ṅθ + Ṅ1B + Ṅ3B (3.11a)
Ė = Ėev + Ėθ + Ė1B + Ė3B (3.11b)
where, on the right-hand side, the first term in each equation accounts for effects
of evaporation, the second for trap shape changes (denoted by θ), and the final two
terms for one-body loss due to background collisions and three-body loss, respectively.
Effects of dipolar loss, heating from fluctuations in the trapping potential, and off-
resonant photon scattering are small for the experiments considered here and thus
neglected.
Using the kinetic theory with Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10, we obtain specific expressions
for each term in Eq. 3.11. For our theory, we use a 3D harmonic trap approxima-









and thus the mean
trap frequency as ω̄ = (ωxωyωz)
1/3. While our specific trapping configuration does
introduce a slightly anharmonic trap shape (see Fig. 3.3), we found it to be a small
perturbation due to the high trap depth maintained during evaporation and that em-
ploying a 3D harmonic trap in the theory provides a good approximation that models
well our experimental results.
Collision dependent terms
The truncated Boltzmann distribution treatment of evaporation assumes that any
atoms excited to energy greater than the trap depth by elastic collisions are evapo-
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rated. The rate of the evaporation for a 3D harmonic trap is well approximated by
Γev ≈ (η − 4)e−ηΓel when η ≥ 6 [72, 80]. Here Γel is the elastic collision rate of the






, where σ = 8πa2s is the elastic
cross section for identical bosons, as is the s-wave scattering length (as = 98a0 for
87Rb where a0 is the Bohr radius [84]), and v̄ = 4(kBT/πm)
1/2 is the average relative
velocity of the atoms. Each evaporated atom carries away energy greater than the
trap depth, and the average energy removed by each evaporated atom is (η+ κ)kBT ,
where κ ≈ (η − 5)/(η − 4) for a 3D harmonic trap in the deep trap limit [72, 80].
There are no bounds on the achievable efficiency of evaporation for an atomic
gas with only elastic collisions. For actual experiments, however, the effects on the
atom number and energy due to one-body and three-body losses limit the attainable
evaporation efficiency and must be considered. Such effects are expressed as





= −Γ1BN − Γ3BN
(3.12)













3) (L3B = 4.3(±1.8)×10−29cm6/s for 87Rb in the F = 1
ground state [85]). Γ1B is typically dominated by the loss rate due to background
collisions, and is set by the vacuum conditions of the experimental chamber. It is
measured experimentally from the trapped atom loss rate in a very deep trap with
low atom density 4. For other trapping potentials types (e.g. linear 1D), similar
equations can be obtained to find Γel and Γ3B [72, 82].
4The results show the importance of finding the trap averaged values given the dimensionality
and trap type used in the experiment to obtain quantitative agreement between the theory and
experiments. Γel is sometimes reported as nσv̄, but in a 3D harmonic potential is reduced by 2
√
2.
Similarly, since three-body collisions occur in the denser, less energetic regions of the trap, the
average energy loss per atom from three-body collisions is two-thirds of the average energy of an
atom in the trap.
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on the trap, however, is non-negligible. Generally, adiabatic changes in the energy









where θ is some trap parameter. The N/n0 terms in the equation can be understood
as the effective volume of the trap. In these experiments, ω̄ is the changing trap











This can be intuitively understood as the work done by the atoms on the trap as the
trap frequency is adiabatically weakened, and for a fixed trap frequency (ν = 0) this
term would be zero.
Combined equations and simulation results
Combining the terms discussed above, the energy and atom number evolution
equations for evaporative cooling in deep, 3D, harmonic traps take the form:
Ė = −NΓev(η + κ)kBT + νE Ṫ
T
− Γ1BE − Γ3B 2
3
E (3.16)
Ṅ = −(Γev + Γ1B + Γ3B)N (3.17)
By numerically solving this model given the initial experimental conditions after
loading atoms in the optical dipole trap, the ideal values of η and ν can be found to
maximize the number of atoms that reach quantum degeneracy. We note that here
we have assumed constant η and ν for optimizing the evaporation process. At the
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cost of additional complexity, η and ν could be varied during evaporation to achieve
slightly more efficient evaporation.5
Figure 3.2a shows a calculation given our initial conditions and evaporating to
ρf = 2.6 for different values of η and ν. We find a region of optimal η and ν centered
around η = 8.4, ν = 0.18. As a further study, in Figs. 3.2(b) and 3.2(c) we find that
a different initial number, Ni, of atoms loaded in the optical dipole trap changes the




We experimentally implement this evaporative cooling scheme using a misaligned
crossed-beam optical dipole force trap (MACRO-FORT [64]), which allows precise
tailoring of ν. As our laser source for the optical dipole trap, we use a single-frequency,
single spatial mode, erbium fiber laser with wavelength at 1550 nm (IPG Photonics
ELR-50-1550-LP-SF). The wide dipole trap beam has a beam waist of 88 μm and
18 W of initial power (Pwide). The narrow beam (used to produce the “dimple”
potential) has a waist of 20 μm, 9 W of initial power (Pnarrow), crosses the wide
beam at an angle of 66◦, and is offset 45 μm radially from the wide beam’s focus (see
Fig. 3.3).
For this optical dipole trap geometry, ν is determined by both the offset of the
narrow beam from the wide beam and by the relative powers of each beam. Therefore,
achieving different values of ν for an evaporative route is simply changed by adjusting
the laser powers or the offset of the beams. Limitations in the laser power available
restrict ν to be between 0.15 and 0.50. Different values of η are simply achieved
by varying the total time of the evaporation route. The moderate tolerance of the
5For the initial conditions of our experiment, we find that implementing a variable ν(t) during
evaporation gives only a small gain (≈ 0.1) in the numerically computed γeff .
6Values of ν < 0 are theoretically possible to treat, but are not considered here as experimental





ramp (Fig. 3.4). After loading the optical dipole trap with 5×105 atoms as described
in the Appendix, forced evaporation with ν = 0.22 and η ≈ 8−10 (noting the relative
insensitivity of γeff to small deviations of η and ν from the optimal target values in
Fig. 3.2) was implemented by exponentially decreasing the power in both beams over
the course of 3 seconds to 12 W and 0.068 W respectively. At this point, there are
105 atoms at just over 1 μK (see Fig. 3.5). The average trap frequency is 475 Hz so
that the BEC critical temperature is TC ≈ 900 nK (where kBTc = ω̄(N/1.202)1/3).
Continuing to evaporate in such a tight trap, however, would yield high three-body
losses. Thus, over the final 1.35 seconds, the power in the wide beam is lowered
to 1.25 W and the narrow beam to 0.020 W. This results in a nearly pure BEC of
2×104 atoms in a trap with measured frequencies of 2π×(60, 100, 270) Hz. During
the transition to BEC, the evaporative process is aided by bosonic enhancement
[86, 87] and no longer well described by the classical evaporative theory as described
in Section 3.2.2. This yields efficiencies even higher than the simulated values.
The strategy of optimizing the evaporative cooling by selecting the optimum val-
ues of η and ν is general and not limited to the specific trap configuration used in our
work. The theory we have presented above is limited to deep traps that are approx-
imately 3D harmonic. Many optical dipole trap implementations, however, are well
approximated by these assumptions, because tighter confinement afforded by optical
dipole traps allow for rapid evaporation even with η > 6, and the intensity profiles
of the laser beams are harmonic to first order. To demonstrate the general appli-
cability of the theory and strategy, we model two other experiments of evaporation
in optical dipole traps, one in 133Cs by Hung et al. [80] and the other in 87Rb by
Barrett et al. [62] (see Fig. 3.6). We find excellent agreement between our theoretical
simulations and their experimental results, and our simulation results show that both
experiments could further improve their evaporation efficiency by optimizing both η
and ν.7
7The total time of evaporation is important when considering the cycle time of an apparatus which
produces BECs. The optimized schemes presented here take 0.7 and 10 seconds for the Barrett et
al. and Hung et al. experiments, respectively.
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In the above section, we have described a scheme to optimize the efficiency of evap-
orative cooling by optimizing the relation between the trap frequency, trap depth,
and atom temperature during the evaporation process. As a result, we achieve a
γeff = 4.0, a high value for all-optical evaporation. Different from previous treatments
of evaporative cooling in optical dipole traps [78,80,64], this approach includes atom
losses in modeling the evaporative process and optimize both η and ν for our exper-
imental conditions. Different from the evaporation optimization scheme in Ref. [76],
our scheme optimizes evaporation by tuning ν and η for the whole evaporation ramp,
rather than just changing η during evaporation. In addition, we have highlighted the
utility of experimental techniques (such as MACRO-FORTs) that allow selecting the
η and ν values for all-optical evaporation, and we demonstrate that BECs can be
obtained even when starting from a small number (5×105) of trapped atoms. The
method shown here of optimizing the efficiency by finding optimal η and ν is not
specific to 87Rb, and can be applied to achieve optimal γeff for any atomic species
that is evaporatively cooled in optical traps.
Table 3.2.
Experimental (exp) and simulated (sim) results from Refs. [62, 80] and
this work. Also shown are the simulated optimal (opt) results, which are
found by optimizing η and ν for the evaporation ramp, as in Fig. 3.2.
∗Value for η is not provided in Ref. [62]; we use η = 7.2 in simulation because it results
in similar values for N , T , and total time of evaporation. ∗∗ A result of optimal ν
being equal to zero indicates a fixed frequency trap is ideal for evaporation. We do not
consider values of ν < 0.
Ref Ti (μK) Ni ωi (Hz) Γ1B (s
−1) ρi ρf η ν Nf γeff

























































Comparison of γevap for various experiments. Comparison is made using
the initial loading parameters (into either magnetic or optical trap) to the
BEC transition point. When numbers were not provided in references,
estimates were made from graphs and are indicated by a ≈ instead of =.
Efficiency Experimental Setup Ref
γevap ≈ 2.76 87Rb in RF trap (original BEC) [6]
γevap = 2.34
87Rb in a crossed CO2 dipole
trap
[62]
γevap ≈ 2.6 87Rb Chip trap [88]
γevap = 3.1
87Rb in ’optimized’ RF trap [76]
γevap = 2.54
133Cs in dimple trap [89]
γevap = 3.6
52Cr in a dimple trap [90]
γevap ≈ 3.5 23Na in a RF trap (large BEC) [91]
γevap ≈ 4.5 87Rb in a RF trap (large BEC) [92]
γevap = 3.4
133Cs tilted optical trap [80]
γevap = 2.8
87Rb in a 1565nm dimple trap [64]




23Na in a dimple trap [94]
γevap = 3.4




87Rb in a 1550nm dimple trap this work
3.3 Bose-Einstein Condensates
The above section treated evaporation dynamics as purely thermal atoms. As the
cloud is evaporatively cooled to the critical temperature, atoms begin to form a BEC.
The critical temperature for this to occur in a 3D harmonic trap is given by
kBTC = ω̄(N/1.202)
1/3 (3.18)
and the expected relation for the condensate fraction of trapped atoms is
NC/N = 1− (T/TC)3. (3.19)
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Table 3.4.
Summary of 87Rb all-optical BECs dipole trap configurations.
Paper Laser Configuration Notes










Cennini ’03 [95] 10.6μm (CO2) 27μm single beam. NMOT = 6x10
7.
Ntrap = 4x10
6 with T =
140μK at 70 ms.
NBEC = 3.5x10
4.
Kinoshita ’05 [79] 1.06μm (ND-YAG) 300μm× 300μm
to 50μm× 50μm
3.1W x 3.1 W. 90 ◦angle
nMOT = 1.5x10
12





Kobayashi ’06 [96] 10.6μm (CO2) 50μm × 50μm. 20W ×
20W .
90◦angle.
NMOT ≈ 109. Ntrap =
2× 106 at 30μK.
NBEC = 2× 104.
Chaudhuri ’07 [97] 10.6 μm. (CO2) < 50x50μm







7 at 50 ms
with n0 = 1x10
15 at 25
μK. NBEC = 1x10
5.
Wenas ’08 [98] 10.6 μm. (CO2) 40μx40μ, 10 W x 10 W.
90 ◦angle.
NMOT ≈ 109. NBEC =
104
Couvert ’08 [99] 1.07μm (YP Fiber) 40μ × 150μ. 24 W x 96
W. 45 ◦angle.
NMOT ≈ 109. NBEC =
105 Atom laser was the
goal.
Clement ’09 [64] 1560nm (Er Fiber) Dimple: 90μ×13μ, 28 W







65μ after 100ms hold
time. NBEC = 1.5x10
5.
Arnold ’11 [81] 1.06μm (ND-YAG) 25 μm 15W beam, with
an elliptical 20μ × 80μ
crossed beam
NBEC = 5.5× 104
Ertmer ’10 [100] 1.96μm (Thulium fiber) single beam dipole trap
(range of 30-60 W) with
axial confinement pro-





Evaporating well into the BEC regime, the condensate fraction approaches unity. In
this limit, the BEC can be described with a mean-field approximation by the Gross-
Pitaevski equation.
3.3.1 Gross-Pitaevski Equation
Assuming just a s-wave contact interaction, as, between atoms
8 the interaction





where m is the mass of the atom. Using that interaction term, the Gross-Petrovski






∇2ψ(r) + Vext(r)ψ(r) + 4πNas
ar
|ψ(r)|2ψ(r) (3.21)
where the length unit is ar =
√
/mωr, the time unit t = 2π/ωr, ψ is normalized to
unity (|ψ|2 = 1), and Vext(r) = 12(x2 + y2 +λz2)/2 is the cylindrically-symmetric trap
potential where with the trap aspect ratio is λ = ωz/ωr.
3.3.2 Energy scales for a BEC
Assuming a Gaussian Ansatz, the energies for an interacting gas in a harmonic
























R3 . This effect is much smaller than the




/(mω̄), and σr (σz) is the radial (axial) size of the BEC in the trap.



































When the interaction energy is much greater than the kinetic energy (Nas/aho 

1), the Thomas-Fermi approximation can be used by dropping the kinetic terms from
the GPE [9]. Table 3.5 shows calculated values of various BEC attributes in this limit
given our typical experimental parameters.
Table 3.5.
Calculated values of various characteristics of in our typical BEC in the
Thomas-Fermi limit ( g = 4π2as/m, as = 98aB, N = 2× 104).
Parameter Equation Typical value
Avg. trap frequency ω̄ = (ωxωyωz)
1/3 2π × (60 · 180 · 180)1/3
Harmonic oscillator length aho =
√
/(mω̄) 0.97 μm







(8.8× 2.9× 2.9) μm








Peak atomic density n = μTF /g 1.6× 1014 atoms / cm3





0.052R̄ = 0.22 μm




3.3.3 BEC Size and equations of motion
Following the derivations found in Refs. [102,103,104], the cloud size can be solved
by the following differential equations:




























add ≡ μ0μ2M/(12π2), the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction (3.27a)
κ ≡ σr/σz is the BEC aspect ratio (3.27b)
f(κ) ≡ [−4κ4 − 7κ2 + 2 + 9κ4H(κ)]/2(κ2 − 1)2 (3.27c)








We have implimented a numerical solver for the equations in Matlab; this provides a
quantitative model to compare with our experimental observations. By dropping the
trapping terms—σr and λ
2σz on the LHS of Eqns. 3.26—the TOF behavior can be
computationally solved.
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Figure 3.7. Experimental and computed results of the BEC aspect ration
in TOF showing the inversion of the aspect ratio. fr = 60Hz, fa = 120
Hz, N = 2× 104. Computation follows that of eqns. 3.26.
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4. Observation of Landau-Zener transitions in a spin-orbit
coupled Bose-Einstein condensate
The contents of this chapter reflect work published in Ref. [50].
4.1 Chapter Overview
The Landau-Zener (LZ) transition is one of the most fundamental phenomena in
quantum dynamics. It describes nonadiabatic transitions between quantum states
near an avoided crossing that can occur in diverse physical systems. In this chap-
ter, we report experimental measurements and tuning of LZ transitions between the
dressed eigenlevels of a synthetically spin-orbit (SO) coupled Bose-Einstein conden-
sate (BEC). We measure the transition probability as the BEC is accelerated through
the SO avoided crossing, and study its dependence on the coupling between the di-
abatic (bare) states, eigenlevel slope, and eigenstate velocity—the three parameters
of the LZ model that are independently controlled in our experiments. Furthermore,
we performed time-resolved measurements to demonstrate the breaking-down of the
spin-momentum locking of the spin-orbit coupled BEC in the nonadiabatic regime,
and determine the diabatic switching time of the LZ transitions. Our observations
show quantitative agreement with the LZ model and numerical simulations of the
quantum dynamics in the quasi-momentum space. The tunable LZ transition may
be exploited to enable a spin-dependent atomtronic transistor.
4.2 Studies of dynamics in light-induced gauge fields
Controllable “synthetic” gauge fields can be created using laser-dressed adiabatic
states in ultracold atomic gases [1, 105]. Rapid experimental progress has, among
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many other developments, realized measurements of both bosonic and fermionic ul-
tracold atoms in synthetic spin-orbit (SO) gauge fields [30, 37, 36]. Such develop-
ments have motivated many recent proposals for using more elaborate laser-dressed
synthetic gauge fields to create quantum simulators using ultracold atoms [106] to
realize novel quantum states such as topological insulators [107, 108] and Majorana
fermions [109,110].
For the laser-dressed synthetic gauge fields realized in experiments and proposed
in theories, it is typically assumed that the system adiabatically follows the dressed
eigenlevels [105, 1]. Citations from previous literature which indicate this typical
assumption.
• “Here the atoms’ energy (interaction and kinetic) is small compared with the ≈
10EL energy difference between the curves; therefore, the atoms remain within
the lowest-energy dressed-state manifold” [29]
• “Because transitions between the dressed-spin bands are energetically suppressed
owing to the large energy gap between bands (compared with the energy of the
dynamics), the Heisenberg equations of motion for our system were the same
as Hamiltons classical equations of motion in the lowest band.” [34]
• “At t1, detuning δ is switched from δm to δf ... in 1 ms, which is faster then
the oscillations period but slow enough for the BEC to remain in the lower
eigenstate” [38]
• “Therefore, the trap-induced decay in our experiments is negligible, and we can
safely consider the inelastic scattering only.” [111]
• “We first considered the elastic interactions between dressed atoms in the n = 1
band when the relevant energies (kinetic, interaction, and thermal) are less than
the ≈ ΩR energy gap between bands.” [35]
A summary of the dynamical regimes with synthetic gauge fields studied in pre-
vious works is presented in Table 4.1, for all of which the adiabatic approximation
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Table 4.1.
Summary of known experiments in the dynamics of SO coupled BECs.
Experiment Measurement Parameters Group
Lin et al. (2011) [29] Synthetic Elec. Field dq/dt ≈ 120kr/s
ΩR ≈ 10Er
Spielman Group
LeBlanc et al. (2012) [33] Superfluid Hall Effect dq/dt ≈ 8kr/s
ΩR ≈ 6Er
Spielman Group
Beeler et al. (2013) [34] Spin Hall Effect dqmax/dt ≤ 242kr/s
ΩR ≈ 1− 2Er
Spielman Group
Zhang et al. (2013) [38] Dipole osc. of BEC dq/dt ≈ 100kr/s
ΩR ≈ 1− 5Er
Hefei National Lab
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is well founded. Naturally, the hitherto unexplored regimes in which this adiabatic
assumption no longer holds are also of interest, as more complex studies and coupling
schemes proceed. A unique feature of SO gauge fields is the spin-momentum locking
in which a change of momentum can yield a change in spin if the system evolves slowly
enough to adiabatically follow the eigenlevel. For a SO-coupled Bose-Einstein con-
densate (BEC), diabatic transitions between eigenlevels correspond to a breakdown
of the spin-momentum locking. This work investigates such transitions as a syntheti-
cally SO-coupled BEC is accelerated through the SO eigenlevel avoided crossing. We
find that the Landau-Zener (LZ) theory provides an excellent quantitative model for
understanding such transitions.
4.3 Theory of LZ transitions in a SO-coupled BEC
The Landau-Zener model describes the transition of a quantum state between two
adiabatic eigenlevels when some parameter that controls the eigenstate of the system




















where the diabatic (“bare”) states, φ1,2, have energies, E1,2 which linearly vary with
some adiabatic parameter, x, and cross at xc (E1(xc) = E2(xc)). The difference in
slopes between the energy levels at the crossing is defined as
β = [∂E1(x)/∂x− ∂E2(x)/∂x]x=xc .
Ω is the coupling between the two diabatic energy levels. This coupling “dresses” the
bare energy levels and forms new adiabatic eigenlevels separated by Ω at the avoided
crossing.
1Though the exact solution of the LZ model assumes linearly varying energies, the results of the LZ
model often give accurate predictions for non-linearly varying systems.
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Previous experimental measurements of LZ transitions have been performed with
diverse physical systems. Some examples include ultracold atoms in accelerated op-
tical lattices [112, 113, 114], Feshbach associated ultracold molecules [115], Rydberg
atoms [116], as well as in solid-state qubits [117, 118] and spin-transistors [119]. In
this chapter, we measure the LZ transition probability of a BEC with synthetic 1D
SO coupling of equal Rashba and Dresselhaus types [30]. The SO coupling is the
result of adiabatic “dressed” states formed by Raman coupling the “bare” quadratic
dispersion curves of two mF spin states [120, 47]. The coupling of the spin states by
the Raman field leads to a SO coupling of the form:
HSO =
⎛





(q − kr)2 + δ/2
⎞
⎠ (4.3)
where ΩR is the Raman coupling strength, kr is the single-photon recoil momentum
from the coupling lasers, m is atomic mass, δ is the Raman detuning,  is the reduced
Planck’s constant, and q is the quasi-momentum (q is the canonical momentum
conjugate to the position coordinate ŷ). Applying the Landau-Zener model to a SO-
coupled BEC, the adiabatic parameter is q, the velocity is v = dq/dt, the coupling
strength is ΩR, and β is defined as the magnitude of the diabatic curve slope difference,
obtained by making a linear approximation of HSO near the diabatic crossing point,
qc.
4.4 Experimental Setup
For our experiment, we produce nearly-pure 3D BECs of 1−2×104 87Rb atoms in
an optical dipole trap [49], with trapping frequencies tuned in the range of ωz,y/2π ≈
180-450 Hz and ωx/2π ≈ 50-90 Hz. To create synthetic spin-orbit coupling, we
employ counter-propagating Raman beams along the ŷ-axis which couple the |mF 〉
states of the F = 1 ground state manifold of 87Rb (see Fig. 5.1), similar to that
of Lin et al. [27, 30]. The two Raman beams are generated from the same laser
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source (ωL = 2π×383 240 GHz), have a frequency difference of ΔωL = 2π×3.5MHz,
and have perpendicular linear polarizations when incident on the BEC [Fig. 5.1(a)].
The detuning provided by the quadratic Zeeman shift on the |mF = +1〉 state (εq ≈
2π×3.4 kHz) allows for the system to be approximated by the two-state description of
Eq. (5.1). (We simplify the actual three-level F = 1 ground state of 87Rb into the two-
level SO-coupled system following the convention detailed in Refs. [30] and [31].) The
natural energy scale for the SO-coupled system is the recoil energy from the coupling




= 2π×× 3.75 kHz, where kr = 2π/λ and λ = 782.26 nm. For
the experiments considered in this work, effects due to atom-atom interactions are
negligible because the interaction energy of atoms in the BEC (Eint ≈ 0.1Er) is much
smaller than the canonical kinetic energy (Ekin >≈ 4Er). The dynamics of the BEC
relevant for the experiments here can therefore be described by a 1D Schrödinger
equation, where the Hamiltonian H = HSO+Htrap. Recalling the relation of position
and momentum operators ŷ = i∂/∂q̂, it is elucidating to express the trapping term






, which shows how the trapping potential acts as a
“kinetic energy” in quasi-momentum space [121,111].
4.5 Measurements of PLZ
As schematically shown in Fig. 4.1(c), measurements of the Landau-Zener transi-
tion probability, PLZ , were performed by first preparing the BEC in either the upper
or lower SO eigenlevel, with initial quasi-momentum qi far from the SO diabatic
crossing at qc. The BEC was then accelerated
2 through the diabatic crossing, either
by the optical trapping force or by gravity. Depending on the accelerating force, the
BEC acquired different eigenstate velocities, dq/dt, as it passed qc (detailed proce-
dures for preparing different dq/dt below).
After the crossing and when the BEC was sufficiently far from the diabatic crossing
such that the diabatic and adiabatic eigenstates matched to better than 97%, the
2The acceleration in the real space can be either positive or negative.
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Raman beams and dipole trap were instantly turned off to map the adiabatic dressed
eigenstates to the bare spin states. A Stern-Gerlach field was then applied to separate
the bare mF spin states in time-of-flight (TOF), and absorption images measured the
population of each spin state to determine PLZ (which is N0/Ntot for the transitions
in Fig. 5.1c, with N0 and N−1 being the population in mF = 0 and −1 respectively,
and Ntot = N0 +N−1 the total population).
4.5.1 Variable eigenstate velocities
To achieve the variable eigenstate velocities at the diabatic crossing point, the
BEC was first prepared in an optical dipole trap in the |mF = 0〉 state at q = 1kr.
The trapping potential was instantly removed and the BEC would fall under gravity
in the |mF = 0〉 diabatic state for 1.2 ms, at which point it would reach q ≈ −1.0kr.
The Raman coupling was then instantly turned on along with the trapping potential,
which caused the BEC to be “accelerated back” (decelerated in real space) through
the diabatic crossing with an acceleration dependent on the trap frequency ωy.
Table 4.2.
The corresponding optical dipole trap frequency ωy for each of the
measured dq/dt at q = qc, as well as the initial momentum width
of the BEC, where the momentum distribution was fitted by p(q) =
1√
2πσw
exp [−(q − qi)2/(2σ2w)].





After passing the crossing, the population of the BEC in each spin component
was measured to determine PLZ . The eigenstate velocities dq/dt were determined
from time resolved measurements of the BEC as it crossed qc, see Table 4.2. [The
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LZ theory assumes a constant dq/dt, but in our system dq/dt changes as the atoms
are accelerated in the eigenlevels by the optical trap. We find that using the value of
dq/dt at the crossing result in good agreement with the theory.] For the numerical
simulations of the time-dependent LZ transition shown in Fig. 4, the width (σw) of the
initial condensate momentum distribution was set to match that of the experimentally
recorded values, also shown in Table 4.2.
4.6 Experimental Results
Fig. 4.2 (a,b) shows the measurement of PLZ for increasing coupling strengths,
ΩR, and different eigenstate velocities, dq/dt, with the theoretically calculated PLZ
from Eq. (4.2) shown by the solid curves. In agreement with the LZ model, the
transition probability increases for smaller coupling strengths or larger dq/dt. The
LZ model and experimental results are in good quantitative agreement to the level
of our experimental resolution of PLZ , which is limited by technical noise in the
experimental imaging. Shown in Fig. 4.2 (c), we also measured PLZ over a range of
Raman detuning δ. The results further validate the expected LZ behavior, where PLZ
does not depend on δ (since β is independent of δ for this SO-coupled system).
In the SO-coupled BEC eigenlevel structure, we have the opportunity to measure
v and β independently to further confirm the validity of the LZ model to this system.
To measure the effect of changing β, however, it is necessary to measure PLZ at a
different diabatic crossing. Shown in Fig. 4.3(a), the third-spin state in the system
allows probing of the diabatic crossing of the |mF = ±1〉 states where β = 8Er/kr,
twice the value of the ground state crossing.3
The coupling between the |mF = −1〉 and |mF = +1〉 states is a four-photon
process, and the strength of the coupling is numerically found to be Ω4p/Er ≈
0.12(ΩR/Er)
1.75. (Ω4p is found numerically for our experimental parameters. If the




mF = 0 state could be adiabatically eliminated, Ω4p would be Ω
2
R/2(4Er − εq), as
found in [31].) To compare the two crossing in the LZ model, we present in Fig.
3(c) the PLZ value over a range of diabatic state coupling strengths, Ω, which defines
the energy gap at the avoided crossing and is ΩR for the lower diabatic crossing and
Ω4p for the excited state diabatic crossing. The measurements of the excited state
crossing is again in good agreement with the theoretically calculated PLZ from the
LZ model.
4.7 Time-dependent Measurements of Spin Polarization
It is well known that the dressed bands (which are adiabatic energy eigenlevels)
possess “spin-momentum locking” [38], where the spin composition of the dressed
state is tied to its quasi-momentum. Returning to a consideration of the lower SO
avoided crossing, more specifically, in an adiabatically evolving SO-coupled BEC with
δ = 0 (Fig. 4.4 b), a change of the quasi-momentum from q = −kr to +kr causes
a flip of the bare state spins, and thus reverses the spin polarization of the BEC
(where |↑〉 ≡ |mF = 0〉, |↓〉 ≡ |mF = −1〉, spin polarization≡ (N↑ − N↓)/Ntot, and
Ntot = (N↑ + N↓). For q sufficiently far from the avoided crossing (such that the
BEC is dominantly in one bare spin state), reversing q simply reverses the spin
direction. It is important to note that the spin-momentum locking, which is one
of the most important general properties of spin-orbit quantum gases and underlies
many novel physical effects (such as Majorana fermions) [1,109,110], is rooted in the
adiabatic assumption and will break down when the adiabaticity breaks down (as in
the nonadiabatic LZ transitions).
Utilizing time, momentum and spin resolved imaging of the LZ transition process,
we measure this breakdown of the SO locking. We performed such measurements by
instantaneously turning off the Raman coupling during the LZ transition process (at
time t since the BEC starts from qi at t = 0) and thus map the BEC dressed states
on to their bare-spin component basis. These are then separated by a Stern-Gerlach
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pulse and imaged after TOF to determine both the bare-state spin and momentum
components of the BEC.4 For atoms starting in the upper band with spin up, as
diagrammed in Fig. 4.4 (b), adiabatic evolution would lead to oscillations in the
upper band of coupled spin and momentum. Nonadiabatic LZ transitions, however,
cause a breakdown of the SO locking. By controlling either ΩR or dq/dt the final spin
polarization of the BEC after it is accelerated across the SO avoided crossing can be
controlled.
As seen in Fig. 4.4 (a), an adiabatic evolution (from a bare spin |↑〉 BEC at
q = −kr to a bare spin |↓〉 BEC at q = kr, as indicated by solid black arrow in Fig. 4
b) was realized by using an acceleration of 2.8 kr/ms (measured at the crossing) and
ΩR = 1.4Er where the measured (bare) spin polarization at different q is shown by the
open circles. The time-resolved adiabatic oscillations of the BEC’s spin polarization
for the same parameters is shown in Fig. 4.4 (c) (with sufficiently long hold time
so the BEC passes though q = 0 three times). The breakdown of the adiabaticity,
and thus full spin-momentum locking, is seen in Fig. 4.4 (a) for ΩR = 0.4Er, where
different rates of BEC acceleration lead to different amounts of breakdown of the
spin-momentum locking. The diabatic limit (represented by the horizontal dotted
line) indicates a regime where the spin-momentum locking fully breaks down (e.g.
ΩR = 0Er), and the adiabatic limit (represented by the grey solid line) reflects the
spin polarization of the adiabatic band structure calculated from Eq. 5.1. Given the
range of accelerations accessible in our experimental setup, it is difficult to go from a
fully adiabatic to fully diabatic regime by only tuning dq/dt at a fixed ΩR. Varying
ΩR, however, more easily allows for changing from adiabatic to fully diabatic. These
time resolved measurements are similar to the work of Ref. [122] in optical lattices.
Different from their work, however, this LZ transition is created using a Raman-
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coupling which gives rise to spin-dependent eigenstates, which can be “read” out
using Stern-Gerlach separation.5
This behavior suggests using a tunable LZ transition of SO-coupled atoms to
create a unique spin-dependent “atomtronic” device [123,124,34]. This device would
be an analog of a spin transistor in which Ω acts as the gate voltage, the BEC spin
polarization (the output in one of the spin components) as the current, and the “drift
velocity” dq/dt induced by the force that acts as the source-drain voltage (note the
qualitative similarity of Fig. 4.2 (b) to transistor characteristic curves). As suggested
in [123], a Stern-Gerlach field then acts as a spin-filter in the readout.
An important characteristic in such devices is the “switching time”. The switch-
ing time is the internal time of the device in which the spin is flipped, and is thus the
minimum time needed to operate the spin switch. Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the resulting
measurements of the BEC spin polarization as time t is varied for a fixed v at the
crossing (dq/dt = 5.0kr/ms) and four different Raman coupling strengths. The solid
lines are results of the numerical simulation of the time-dependent, 1D Schrödinger
equation (Appendix B). By fitting the experimental measurements to a sigmoid func-
tion (similar to [113]), we extract the time it takes to transition between the diabatic
states (“switching time”, tswitchdia ) in Fig. 4.5(b). We rescale the extracted switching
times to τ switchdia = t
switch
dia (vβ/2)
1/2 and find agreement with Ref. [125]’s predicted
value of τ switchdia = 2.5 in the diabatic limit [(ΩR/2)/(vβ/2)
1/2 << 1]. General agree-
ment is found with the numerical simulation in both the final spin polarization value
and the timescale of the transition. Oscillatory “quantum beats” [126] are seen in the
numerical simulation and are the result of a coherence between the split wavepack-
ets in the excited and lower eigenlevels after the LZ transition, but could not be
conclusively observed in our data owing to our limited experimental resolution.
4The quasi-momentum of the BEC is determined by Gaussian fitting of density profiles of both bare
spin components derived from the same q.




In summary, we have measured the interband LZ transition probability in a SO-
coupled BEC. The coupling strength, diabatic slopes, and eigenstate velocity at the
avoided crossing were each varied independently and shown to agree with the LZ
prediction of Eq. (4.2). We have also demonstrated the versatility of using both
gravitational and optical trapping forces to prepare and drive quantum states in
synthetic gauge fields. Finally, the dynamics of the transition process was directly
measured and was in good agreement with our numerical calculations. The interband
transitions studied in our work are entirely due to the breakdown of adiabaticity in
the system, in contrast to the transitions due to 2-body collisions studied in previous
experiments [35, 111]. As diabatic transitions are exploited in various proposals for
realizing novel synthetic gauge fields in optical flux-lattices [127, 1], Rydberg atoms
[128] and molecules [129], our study of diabatic transitions in SO-coupled BECs may
provide additional tools in designing laser-induced synthetic gauge fields. Another
natural continuation of this work would be to study the effect of interactions on this
LZ transition process [130].
In the next chapter, the approach developed here is be used to probe more complex
synthetic gauge fields and to observe Stueckelberg interference.
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5. Modulating the Raman Coupling and Creating 3π
Spin-Orbit Coupling
The contents of this chapter (Sec. 5.1) reflect work submitted for pub-
lication (see Ref. [131].)
In this chapter, we investigate adding a time-dependent modulation to the in-
tensity of the Raman-coupling as a new way to engineer the dispersion relations of
ultracold atoms. In the first section of this chapter, we demonstrate two results to
show the effectiveness of this technique: (1) by observing a 3π rotation of the spin
polarization in the spin-momentum locked dressed eigenlevels and dispersion relation,
which we call a 3π SO coupling, and (2) using the eigenlevels in the dressed state pic-
ture of the modulated Raman system to create an atom interferometer. In the second
section of this chapter, we cover inter-eigenlevel transitions produced by modulation
of the Raman beams.
5.1 Engineering an atom-interferometer with modulated light-induced 3π
spin-orbit coupling
We have developed an experimental method to modify the single-particle disper-
sion using periodic modulation of Raman beams which couple two spin-states of an
ultracold atomic gas. The modulation introduces a new coupling between Raman-
induced spin-orbit-coupled dressed bands, creating a second generation of dressed-
state eigenlevels that feature both a novel 3π spin-orbit coupling and a pair of avoided
crossings, which is used as an atomic interferometer. The spin polarization and ener-
gies of these eigenlevels are characterized by studying the transport of a Bose-Einstein
condensate in this system, including observing a Stueckelberg interference.
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Fig. 5.1 (a) with a similar experimental setup to our previous work (see Ref. [50]). This
SO coupling consists of two eigenlevels, EU(q) and EL(q) for the upper and lower,
both of which possess a spin-momentum “locking” in quasi-momentum, q, space.
We then create an inter-eigenlevel coupling by modulating the strength of the Raman
coupling: ΩR(t) = Ω0 +ΩMcos(2πfmodt), where fmod is the modulation frequency, Ω0
is the unmodulated Raman coupling, and ΩM is the modulation amplitude.
In the theoretical analysis of this system, we first calculate the Rashba-Dresselhaus
SO coupled eigenlevels from the Hamiltonian:
HSO =
⎛





(q − kr)2 + δ/2
⎞
⎠ (5.1)
to find the SO eigenlevel structure, as pictured in Fig. 5.1 (a) where δ is the Raman
laser detuning, m is the atomic mass, kr is the recoil momentum, and  is the reduced
Planck’s constant (h = 2π). The third spin state is neglected due to the quadratic
Zeeman shift. We define total atom spin polarization as S = (N↓ − N↑)/(N↓ + N↑),
where N↑(↓) is the number of spin up (down) atoms in the BEC.
Using the dressed state picture, these original SO eigenlevel structure (EU(q) and
EL(q)) forms the basis of the manifold which is replicated in every hfmod to form
a set EU/L,n = EU/L + nhfmod where n = 0,±1,±2, ... in the modulated system.
Considering just nearest neighbor eigenlevels (n = ±1) with a modulation frequency
slightly larger than the eigenlevel energy difference near q = 0 (hfmod ∼ EU(q ≈
0) − EL(q ≈ 0)), the ground eigenlevel EL,n=0 has a pair of crossings with EU,n=−1
(the precise value of fmod determines the locations of the crossings in quasi-momentum
space). We use these eigenlevels as the new bare states coupled by the modulation
field with an effective coupling strength denoted ΩC . Solving at each q, we obtain the









These eigenlevels feature a double avoided crossing with gap size ΩC . Both E+(q)
and E−(q) feature a 3π rotation of the atom-state spin polarization as the quasi-
momentum goes from +q to −q, in contrast to the 1π rotation in the original EU
and EL. Transport of a BEC in the new eigenlevels E+(q) and E−(q) are basis of our
experimental investigations and are used to observe both 3π rotation of the spin and
to engineer an atom interferometer.
Figure 5.2. An example spectrum of the Raman-dressed 87Rb F = 1
single-particle quasi-momentum eigenlevels with eigenlevels showing the
absorption/emission of ±1, 2, 3 hfmod energy into/from the modulation
field. Here ΩR = 1.3Er, δ3s = 0.5Er, and fmod = 10.56 kHz.
For our experiments, we utilize transport methods developed in our earlier work
[50] to study these modulation-dressed spin-orbit eigenlevels. Briefly, the initial state
of the 87Rb BEC is prepared by starting with a spin-pure BEC in the mF = 0 state,
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and adiabatically turning on the Raman coupling to a fixed value Ω0. This loads the
atoms at the initial value qi ≈ 1kR. The modulation of the Raman beams is then
turned on, the optical trap holding the BEC is turned off, and then a force is applied
in the −q direction to accelerate the BEC at an average rate αF through both the
avoided crossings, labeled ‘A’ and ‘B’ in Fig 5.1. The probability of transition to
the upper E+ eigenlevel is determined by the Landau-Zener (LZ) probability PLZ =
exp [−2π(ΩC/2)2/(αβ)] where α = |dq/dt| is the rate of acceleration at the avoided
crossing and β is the difference of the slopes of the bare state energy levels [50]. The
BEC is imaged after 15 ms time-of-flight expansion with a Stern-Gerlach field applied
to measure both the spin and momentum of the BEC. The |↓〉 (|↑〉) state corresponds
to 87Rb hyperfine state |F = 1,mF = 0(−1)〉. The recoil energy from the Raman
lasers is ER = 
2k2r/2m = h× 3.68 kHz.
5.1.2 3π SO coupling
Fig. 5.1 (c) shows the experimentally measured spin polarization of the BEC ac-
celerated by the gravitational force (αF = 1680 kr/s) along the ground dressed eigen-
level. For ΩM = 0, the measured BEC spin polarization (black crosses) follows the
calculated spin polarization of EL(q) (black line). For the case of strong modulation
(ΩM = 1.3Er) the BEC nearly adiabatically follows the calculated spin polarization
of E−(q). The 1π spin rotation of EL is evident in the data with no modulation,
and a 3π spin rotation is observed in the data with modulation. The measured spin
polarization of the BEC doesn’t perfectly match the calculated E− eigenlevel spin
polarization, as seen in the data after about 1 ms, due to imperfect loading into the
dressed state and non-adiabatic inter-eigenlevel transitions [50]. Nonetheless, this
experiment demonstrates the viability of modulated-Raman coupling as a means to
create a new type of SO coupling with a 3π spin rotation, different from the previously
studied, static Raman-induced SO with 1π spin rotation.
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Figure 5.3. Modulation dressed eigenlevel structure which possesses a 3π
rotation of the spin polarization in the eigenlevels. Parameters are the
same as used in the experiment shown in Fig.5.1 (c), with Ω0 = 1.3Er,
ΩC = 0.58Er, fmod = 10.56 kHz, and δ = 0.
5.1.3 Atomic Interferometry
Atom interferometry efforts in the past 20 years have resulted in many spectacular
results, such as measuring the local tides [132]. While the interferometer developed
here is not as refined as such state-of-the art atom interferometers, it utilizes a unique
system and setup which may yield useful in the future. We use the modulated light
induced synthetic gauge fields to engineer an atom-interferometer based on Stueck-
elberg interference. In atom-interferometry, a pair of avoided crossings have often
been used to split and recombine ultracold atoms as partial Landau-Zener transitions
preserve coherence between the split wavefunctions [133,114], as stated by Cronin et
al.:
Engineering an interferometer requires the construction of a “succession
of five steps: (i) prepare the initial state, (ii) split the wave functions
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coherently into two or more states, (iii) apply interactions that affect the
two states differentially ... (iv) recombine these components coherently,
and (v) measure the phase shift of the detected fringes”.
Stueckelberg interference results when a quantum state is coherently split by LZ
transition at an avoided-crossing, each split state travels along a different path, and
then the states are recombined after another LZ transition at the same or a different
avoided crossing. The final state depends on the energy difference of the two paths
and the time it takes to traverse the path (as is therefore the total phase difference),
and fringes in measurements of the final state will occur if the path or time is varied.
The eigenlevels created using a traditional Raman coupling of internal atomic spin
states, e.g. Fig. 5.1(a), do not give a usable pair of avoided crossings1. However, in the
modulated system investigated here such a pair is readily realized, and an example is
indicated by vertical lines A and B in Fig. 5.1(b). We measure a Stueckelberg inter-
ference which depends on eigenlevel structure, controlled by experimental parameters
fmod, Ω0, and ΩM .
In our experiments, the energy difference is that between the upper and lower
eigenlevels E+ and E−, and the BEC splits first at quasimomentum qA and then is
recombined at qB with both processes involving Landua-Zener transitions (PLZ(α) =
exp [−2π(ΩC/2)2/(αβ)]). The rate of average acceleration αF determines the time




[E+(q)− E−(q)] dq/(α). For the above and following equations, the
dependence on Ω0, ΩC , δ, and fmod has been suppressed for notational clarity.
5.1.4 Model of Stueckelberg interference
We use the matrix method to solve for the BEC eigenlevel population resulting
from the BEC splitting, phase accumulation, and recombination. |ψ±〉 indicates the
1We note in the three-state picture there are a set of avoided crossings between the lowest two
eigenlevels. However diabatic transitions to the highest eigenlevel are favored due to the small gap
between the second and third eigenlevels compared to the the first and second eigenlevels, and thus
cannot function as an interferometer.
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wavefunction in the E± eigenlevels respectively, so the state of the BEC is expressed







and the beam splitters take the form
B̂A =
⎛














in which PLZ is the probability to make a diabatic transition in the modulation-
dressed eigenlevels across the avoided crossing, and the negative signs on the diagonals
account for phase shifts on the wavefunctions at each beamsplitter [134]. The phase








where φ is the phase difference accumulated. Readout of the final state composition is
done by Stern-Gerlach separation of the bare-|mF 〉 states when the BEC has crossed
both A and B at a point when the E± eigenlevels match the bare states to better
than 97%, so that the spin polarization= (NmF=0 −NmF=−1)/(NmF=0 +NmF=−1) ≈








The final state after the beam splitter A, phase operator, and beam splitter B is thus







S(α) = 4 (PLZ(α)− PLZ(α)2) cos (Φ(α))− (1− 2PLZ(α))2 (5.8)
5.1.5 Observation of Stueckelberg Interference
We measured Stueckelberg interference fringes using eigenlevel structures similar
to that shown in Fig. 5.4(a). Here the energy difference of the two paths was controlled
by fmod, which in effect changes the length of the interferometer paths in q-space and
thus the phase difference accumulated by the BEC components which travel along
E+ and E−. Fig. 5.4 (b) shows the measured spin polarization of the BEC after it
has passed both avoided crossings, and labeled are the calculated phase difference
reaching 2π, 4π and 6π. Similar experiments were run for two values of Ω0, and the
diagram Fig. 5.4(a) shows that for smaller Ω0, there is a greater energy separations
of the two eigenlevels as observed in the Stueckelberg fringes dependence on fmod.
In our experiments, a fraction of the ultracold atoms, denoted by fnp, do not
participate in the Stueckelberg interference due to non-adiabatic initial state prepa-
ration. In addition, since the BEC is released from its confining potential at the start
of transport it experiences a non-uniform acceleration due to atom-atom interactions
about the central acceleration, αF , created by the applied force. The non-uniform
acceleration is modeled by assuming a Gaussian BEC acceleration distribution of
n(α) = 1√
2πσα
exp [−(α− αF )2/(2σ2α)]. The values used in this paper for σα are con-
sistent with numerically calculated solutions of the Gross-Pitaevski equation using
a variational method with Gaussian ansatz and parameters similar to these experi-





Defining contrast as M = (Smax − Smin)/2, Fig. 5.5 (b) shows the contrast observed
for various ΩM . The results show how ΩM can be used to control the Landua-Zener
transitions and thus the interference fringe amplitude. Given that the maximum
contrast is obtained when the BEC is coherently split with PLZ = 0.5, and assuming
a linear relation between ΩC and ΩM , we find ΩC = ΩM/2.25 as the best fit for these
parameters.
Fig. 5.6 shows Stueckelberg interference where the acceleration αF of the BEC,
rather than fmod, is varied. A secondary optical dipole trapping force was used in
combination with gravity to control the total acceleration [49] of the BEC and vary
the time to transverse the two energy paths. Accelerations at which the calculated
phase accumulations reach 4π and 6π are labeled. With the smaller acceleration,
the effect of broadening in acceleration, σα, due to interactions reduces the observed
fringe contrast near phase accumulation of 6π compared to 4π, but the fringes are
still apparent and the model agrees well with the experimental results.
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated using SO coupled BECs with
modulated Raman coupling strength as a method to realize 3π SO coupling and
engineer an atomic interferometer. Our theoretical analysis matches the results for
measured Stueckelberg interference fringes, and confirms the treatment of the peri-
odic modulation as “dressing” the SO coupled BEC states. Interestingly, since the SO
coupling is itself the result of dressing the mF free-particle dispersion with a Raman
coupling, this can be considered as “dressing” dressed states. These initial experi-
ments show the promise of 3π SO coupling, which could offer new opportunities for
studying ground state and phase transitions in a 3-minima SO coupled BEC [30,135].
These also demonstrate a different way from other recent studies involving periodic




5.2 Intereigenlevel transitions via modulation of Raman coupling
In the previous section, we treated the modulation using a dressed-state picture
and assuming mostly adiabatic movement of the BEC within the eigenlevels, with
inter-eigenlevel transitions taking place only from Landau-Zener transitions. In this
section, we present initial studies in inter-eigenlevel transitions driven by the near-
resonant modulated Raman coupling. Earlier studies of inter-eigenlevel transitions
driven by amplitude and phase modulation of the Raman beams have shown the
ability to change the eigenlevel of the BEC in the light-induced gauge field system
both by adiabatic rapid passage [35] and Zitterbewegung [32]. In this section, we
demonstrate a new effect of inter-eigenlevel Rabi-type oscillations driven by periodic
modulation of the Raman coupling strength. We also show how the heating caused
by the inter-eigenlevel transitions can be used to calibrate the eigenelevel structure.
Our experimental sequence starts with adiabatically loading a BEC into the
ground eigenlevel of a light-induced vector gauge field. Different from the earlier
work to generate 3π SO coupling, here a periodic modulation is instantly applied
to the Raman beam coupling strength with a frequency near-resonance with another
eigenlevel, as diagramed in Fig. 5.7. If the atomic population transferred to the up-
per bands was stationary, Rabi oscillations could be driven by this coupling, and the



















where δc = ωM − Eg/, and ce(g) is the coefficient denoting the BEC state in the
excited (ground) state, ψ = ceψe + cgψg.
However, due to the optical trapping potential, atoms excited to the upper band






). As a result,
atoms quickly decay from the coupled state, making direct observation of Rabi os-





Figure 5.10. Atomc cloud temperature after 10 ms modulation, showing
the effects of varying ΩM and ωM . Here Ω0 = 1.9 Er and δ = −3.40 Er,
and the strength of modulation is indicated in the figure. Gaussian fits
result in a more accurate fitting of the experimental results.
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6. Conclusion and Further Work
By studying some of the dynamical behaviors of BECs in one-dimensional synthetic
gauge fields, we have taken initials steps towards studying the quantum states and
behaviors of ultracold atoms in more elaborate synthetic gauge fields. For example,
the effects of non-abelian synthetic gauge fields are proposed to be observed by study-
ing the spin dynamics in Ref. [138]. In the next generation of synthetic gauge fields
experiments, there are hopes for realizing novel quantum states, such as topological
insulators and Majorana fermions, with the high degree of versatility provided by
ultracold atoms. Our knowledge of the physical world is ever growing, and ultracold
atoms have provided an excellent testing ground to learn about how how and which
cases “more is different” [139].
The initial chapters of this thesis document were devoted to explaining the exper-
imental apparatus and creation of a BEC. Later chapters explained the experiments
and theoretical models used to study the dynamics of BECs in synthetic gauge fields.
Below we summarize the results of thesis and provide some potential directions for
future research.
Optimizing the efficiency of evaporative cooling: We developed a scheme
that optimizes both the trap-depth and trap frequency during evaporation to maxi-
mize the efficiency of evaporative cooling, supported and in agreement with theoretical
analysis. With our apparatus, we obtained efficiencies of γeff = 4.0, a high value com-
pared to many other experiments. For our optimization scheme, we utilized constant
trap depth to atom temperature and time-independent trap stiffness to trap depth
ratios during evaporation. Future efforts could model a time-dependent scheme to
achieve potentially higher efficiencies, though our initial efforts towards such a time-
dependent adjustment of those ratios showed only minor gains in efficiency.
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Landau-Zener transitions in a SO-coupled BEC: For the case of inter-
band transitions at avoided crossings, we found that a single-particle picture with
the Landau-Zener approximation was able to account for the observations for the
parameter regions studied. Future investigations could examine many-body effects.
Many body effects are expected to become more apparent in regimes where the kinetic
energy is comparable or less than the interaction energy. Very recent theoretical work
[140] has suggested examining the smoothness of the BEC momentum distribution
after a LZ-crossing to reveal many-body effects as well. A more detailed study may
reveal many-body effects with the present experimental setup. Finally, we note that
studying the fragmentation of a spin-orbit coupled BEC as it goes through a Landau-
Zener transitions may yield interesting results [141].
Modulated Raman Coupling: The “3π” rotation dispersion relation created
by modulated Raman coupling may hold many interesting properties, and has yet to
be theoretically treated beyond the initial work put forth in this dissertation. From
an experimental perspective, fully adiabatic loading into the ground state (E− in
5.1) may realize interesting spin-textures and phase changes similar to the work in
Ref. [30] but dependent on modulation parameters rather then ΩR and δ.
The Stueckelberg-type interference observed provides a clear and easy observation
of quantum interference by read-out of the spin state. This inference effect could be
utilized as an gravimeter where readout of the spin could provide sensitive monitoring
of the acceleration of the system. Both the Landau-Zener crossing and Stueckelberg
interference double crossing have interesting potentials in the field of atomtronics.
We note that RF coupling can be a source of coupling eigenlevels in a similar manner
to periodic modulation of the Raman beam intensity, but the theoretical treatment
of the difference of these two coupling mechanisms in this system has not yet been
undertaken.
As discussed in Ch. 5, other effects of periodic modulation of the Raman beams
were explored, such as Rabi-oscillations between the SO eigenlevels and heating ef-
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fects of near-resonant periodic modulation. Future work could provide quantitative
agreement between the experimental results of this thesis and theoretical models.
Other: In additional to the above, efforts are currently underway with this ap-
paratus to study the effect of synthetic gauge fields on photoassociation, to study the
spin-dipole mode damping in a SO-coupled BEC, and to study the effect of synthetic






Table of physical constants relevant to this work.
Constant Abbrev. Value Reference
Planck’s constant h = 2π 2π(1.05457× 10−34)J s [142]
Speed of Light c 299792458 m/s [142]
Boltzmann’s Constant kB 1.3806503× 10−23J/K [142]
Electron Mass me 9.10938188× 10−31 kg [142]
87Rb Mass mRb87 1.44316× 10−25kg [142]
Wavelength of 87Rb D2 transition λRb875S−5P 780.241× 10−9m [55]




The Doppler cooling force is the sum of each of the lasers acting on the population
of atoms in the cooling transition cycle (F = 2 → F ′ = 3 on the D2 line for 87Rb ).






1 + I−/Is + 4Γ2 (δ − kvx − μBbx/)2
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where δ is the MOT laser detuning, v is the velocity of the atom, I± is the intensity
of the laser headed in the ± direction, k is the wavenumber, b is the gradient of the
magnetic field.
The Doppler-cooling force, however, is really a discrete force depending on the
absorption and re-emission of photons by the atoms being cooled. The photons are
emitted in a random direction, and thus limit the Doppler-cooling process. This is
a diffusion-type process and would—were it not for sub-Doppler cooling processes—





which is 148 μK for 87Rb cooled on the D2 transition.
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Figure B.1. Photon absorption rate from a laser beam for a single atom,
at various detunings and laser beam intensities. Rest of parameters are
for 87Rb on the D2 line.
B.2 Sub-Doppler Cooling
Sub-Doppler cooling processes arise due to the multiple mF atomic states and
polarization effects in the cooling process. Ref. [144] gives a brief argument to show
the damping coefficient for a sub-Doppler process is βsub = k
2δcooling/(2γ) where γ
is the scattering rate. This is higher by a factor of 2|δ|/γ over a velocity range γ/k
than the Doppler cooling process, and gives the same order of magnitude momentum
diffusion coefficient. Thus, it allows for a much cooler MOT. Others have provided
more in-depth descriptions of the sub-Doppler cooling process, [143] and arrive at the
sub-Doppler cooling force












17(I/Isat)[5 + 4(δcooling/Γ)2] + 2112[1 + 4(δcooling/Γ)2]2x2
(B.4)
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This, however, assumed an F = 1 → F = 2 cooling process, not the case in this work
with 87Rb but still provides a qualitative picture of the sub-Doppler force.
B.3 Re-radiation pressure
When atoms absorb a photon, the re-radiated photon has some probability of
hitting another atoms. This creates a “radiation pressure” which depends on the
intensity of the light and the density of the atoms. It can be treated as a force
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where I is the net intensity of all of the beams. The atom-light interaction scattering
cross section.σR differs from σL since the radiated light has a broader spectrum.
Theoretically it can be calculated (see Ref. [145], but in practice is between 1.2-1.4
×σL). This re-radiation pressure limits the achievable density of MOTs, usually to
just under 1011 atoms/cm3.
B.4 Dark State and Repumping
There is some probability of the atom spontaneously decaying to a dark ground
state (for 87Rb , Fg = 1) during the cooling process. If that is the case, it no
longer experiences the radiative or cooling force, but can be brought back into the
cooling transition by a repump laser which takes it from the dark back into the
cooling transition. For 87Rb , the odds of decaying to the Fg = 1 state from the
Fg = 2 → Fe = 3 cooling transition is ≈ 1 : 1000. By employing a repump beam in a
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MOT which is blocked at its center, higher densities can be achieved do the reduction
in re-radiation pressure.
B.5 Dense atomic clouds: attenuation of the cooling beams
To take into account the optical density of a trapped atomic cloud, intensity of





where the scattering cross section of light-atoms in-
teractions, σL, is defined by [57]σL =
A (=2.9×10−13 m2 for 87Rb )
1+I/Is+4(δ′)2/Γ2 . This will lead to an
attenuation of the laser from each direction as it passes through the atomic cloud,
and thus acts as a net attractive force between atoms.
B.6 Atom-atom Collisions
Inelastic atom-atom collisions happen when two atoms in different F ground states
or when an atom in an excited optical state and one in a ground state collide. Both
are beyond the scope of these studies. Elastic collisions, however, are modeled and
are required for a good understanding of discussions of loading atoms into FORTs.




parameters for 87Rb with a density of 1011 atoms/cm3 and temperature of 100 μK,
the collision rate is ≈10/sec.
B.7 MOT regimes
Ref. [146] provides a detailed investigation into maximizing the density and mini-
mizing the temperature of a MOT. With a small number of atoms, the effects of other
atoms in the MOT can be neglected and the atoms essentially see just the Doppler
force, sub-Doppler force, and diffusion term as described above. This is termed the
temperature limited regime. We, however, normally operate in a regime with far
more atoms than this assumption allows. The re-radiation pressure must be taken
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into account, and places a limit on the density allowed by MOTs. This limit, in turn,
results in a MOT with a constant density in the central region which tapers to zero
at the edges.
Figure B.2. MOT temperature verses MOT cooling detuning, δcooling,
which shows a steady decrease in temperature for greater detunings. For
this experiment, δcooling was ramped from its loading value to final value
in 50 ms, and then kept there for 200 ms. Note that atoms are also lost
from the MOT at higher detunings, due to the lower cooling force.
With even more atoms, the MOT is in the large atom regime, and atoms have
overfilled the region where sub-Doppler cooling is effective and are simply Doppler
cooled around the edges of the MOT. The limit of MOT densities for a 87Rb MOT at
equilibrium due to the re-radiation pressure is usually a few 1010 atoms/cm3. While
dark-MOTs, Raman side-band cooling, and other methods can be used to achieve
higher densities and colder temperatures, we chose to employ a time-dependent MOT
to optimize the loading of atoms into the dipole trap.
For an equilibrium MOT, reducing Icool or increasing δcooling are both expected
to increase the density and reduce the temperature of the MOT. We verify this in
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Figure B.3. MOT temperature verses MOT cooling intensity (total power
to the MOT), which shows a steady decrease in temperature for lower
intensities. For this experiment, the intensity was ramped from its loading
value to final value in 50 ms, and then kept there for 200 ms. Note that
atoms are also lost from the MOT at lower intensities, due to the lower
cooling force.
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experiments, seen in Figs B.2 and B.3. We also show the increase in temperature for
a MOT as the magnetic field gradient is increased (Fig. B.4).
Figure B.4. MOT temperature verses magnetic field gradient, GB, which
shows an increase in temperature for higher gradient MOTs. For this
experiment, the gradient was ramped from its loading value to final value
in 50 ms, and then kept there for 200 ms.
B.8 Time-dependent MOTs
For time dependent MOTs, the relevant timescales are for the doppler and sub-















reducing Irepump or Icool, or increasing δ all lead to a reduction in re-radiation pressure
and thus a temporary increase in density. Each, however, also decreases the trapping
force and will lead to rapid atom loss from the MOT if reduced too far. Temporarily
increasing b also increases the density, but does not reduce the re-radiation pressure.
In practice, we try many different combinations of each of these to find the best
densities, and ultimately the number of atoms loaded into the optical dipole trap.
At present, the simplest method is to step-wise reduce the repump intensity, and to
linearly increase the detuning. b and Icool are kept at MOT loading values.
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C. Building a Tapered Amplifier
C.1 Initial Considerations
Due to the degradation of a Toptica BoosTA Tapered Amplifier (1 W, 780 nm),
we investigated alternative replacements to provide 1 Watt of 780 nm light for our
Rb BEC apparatus. We found four options for replacing the Toptica BoosTA.
1. A Homebuilt Tapered Amplifier: Cost is approx. $10,000, with an assembly
and alignment time of 2-3 weeks.
2. Sacher Tapered Amplifier (TEC-400-780-1000): Total quote was $16,240 ($10,820
for TA, $2,750 for controller, $1420 for 35 dB isolator, $250 shipping, 5% cus-
toms.) M2=1.7, 1000 mW. Requires a seeding laser. (Sacher also offers a 2.5
W option for $18,890 (TEC-400-0780-2500).)
3. Toptica Tapered Amplifiers: the problems with our BoosTA are not reported
to be widespread, and Toptica has some three options that would fit our needs.
The TA Pro, the DLX 110, and the BoosTA. All are in the $18,000-25,000
region.
4. Sacher Tiger Tunable laser: $26,000 total. $20556 for laser, $5200 for controller.
M2=1.4. 1000 mW. <1 MHz linewidth. No need for seed laser.
Based on the lower cost, the ability to locally repair the tapered amplifier (TA) in
the future, and the adding of this skill to our laboratory’s expertise, we decided to
build our own TA. We modified a TA design from Raithel’s group at the University
of Michigan.1 The simplicity of the design coupled with their good experience using
it gave it a strong recommendation over other, more elaborate TA designs. There
seem to be two main designs of TA’s, a flexure design which employs on internally
1Mallory Traxler provided me with great help in building this TA, including answering many ques-
tions and sending CAD design’s of their copper mount design.
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adjustable flexures to optimize input, and an fixed design that contains no internally
adjustable parts other than the axial position of the input and output collimation
lenses, set by the threading of the mount. Ours belongs to the fixed category.
Figure C.1. An angled view of the fixed-design, TA copper mount CAD
file provided by the Rathiel group. We employed this design with only
slight modifications.
C.2 Purchasing Parts
With the current Eagleyard Photonics being our chip of choice, we needed up to
3 amps of current and the ability to cool the copper plate at 10 Watts. We opted to
purchase Newport temperature and current controllers, though homebuilt schematics
are available from various groups.2 The telescope optics and any optical mounts or
polarization optics used before or after the TA are not included in the parts list.
2http://129.175.199.88/research/KRub/docs/TA_elec_temperature.pdf and http://129.
175.199.88/research/KRub/docs/TA_elec_current.pdf. Currently the group’s website only




Parts list for building a tapered amplifier, 20. Price breaks for the LD1616
at time of writing were: 1 pcs $ 6119.44 ea, 2 pcs $ 3450.61 ea., 3 or 4 pcs
$ 2900.73 ea, 5 pcs $ 2801.65 ea from Power Technology.
Part Num Description Cost Quantity Total Cost
Newport 560B Laser Diode Driver, 3000/6000
mA, 5 VDC
$ 1,690 1 $ 1,690
Newport 350 TEC Controller, ±5 A, 11 VDC,
55 W, USB
$ 1,750 1 $ 1,750
Newport 350 TEC Controller, ±5 A, 11 VDC,
55 W, USB
$ 1,750 1 $ 1,750
Thorlabs
C240TME-B
aspheric lens, f=8mm (mounted) $ 87 2 $ 174
Thorlabs
LJ1653L1-B
cylindrical lens, f=200mm $ 107 1 $ 107
Thorlabs CH1A cylindrical lens mount $ 54.70 1 $ 54.70
Thorlabs AD590 Temperature Transducer $ 13.30 1 $ 13.30
Thorlabs IO-5-780-
HP
Free space isolator, 780 nm, 3.2
mm max beam, 40 W max.




LD1616 from Power Technolo-
gies: 1 Watt, 780 nm.
$ 2,900 1 $ 2900
Copper Mount Purdue Central machine shop.
electrical grade 110 copper.
$ 450 1 $ 450





$ 126 1 $ 126
Digikey parts cables and d-sub connections,
non-silicone heat trans com-
pound (473-1098-ND), screws
$ 80 1 $ 80
TOTAL $ 6,636
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C.3 Construction and Assembly
The main copper mount for the TA chip is the critical piece for building a home-
built TA. We hired the Purdue central machine shop to make the part, asking for
high-precision machining. They used electrical grade 110 copper and were able to
make the part for approximately $450. I performed some modifications after receiv-
ing the parts from the machine shop. This included drilling a hole for the AD-590
temperature transducer on the face of piece 3, putting in a tapped hole for a flat-head
screw that holds the transducer in place in piece 3, and widening the gapped region
where the custom mount fits by taking out some of the material in piece 1 opposite
the already-recessed region in piece 3.
The copper mount rests on top of the TEC and is attached to the aluminum base
of the TA by four 10-32 nylon screws. Thermal paste is applied between the surfaces
of the TEC, base, and copper mount. The base is a custom made, monolithic piece
of aluminum with d-sub connections built in for the Newport controllers. It was
designed to place the output beam of the TA at the height of our existing optical
assembly for coupling the light into fibers (≈3.17 inches). A custom aluminum cover
was also made for the TA, with input and output holes for the laser. This allows for
both temperature and airflow stability, reducing the possible dust entering the area
of the TA chip. Sorbothane is placed between the aluminum cover and the base to
provide adhesion and damp any vibrations.
Custom copper contacts were made for mechanical stability and easy of soldering.
The (+) lead is the main copper mount and the (-) lead goes to the TA chip. The
negative custom copper piece was made with a small tab so that the TA chip could
easily be soldered to the part. The custom leads are separated by a piece of PCB
board, and screwed into the copper mount with a plastic 2-56 screw.
Assembly of the TA copper mount with the TA chip is best performed in a clean
room environment. I used the Purdue High Energy Physics cleanroom (thanks to Kirk




Figure C.2. Photos of the homebuilt tapered amplifier. The base with
a Purdue ‘P’ added as a decorative element (a), the base with the TA
mount installed (b), a side view of the custom copper contact, notice the
tap is very thin to aid in being able to quickly solder the TA chip’s lead
to the contact (c), and a top view of the TA mount (d).
important during soldering so to remove the fumes from the chip area. All work was
done with grounded instruments, wriststraps, and on a dissipative mat.
1. Visually line up custom tab with TA chip to ensure good overlap.
2. Place Kapton tape below the custom contact to prevent incidental contact with
the copper mount.
3. Screw in custom contact pieces to TA copper mount.
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4. Take the TA chip out of packaging and screw into mount using a Steel Button
Head Socket Cap Screw, M2 Size, 3 mm Length, .4 mm Pitch (available from
McMaster Carr). Many groups recommend putting a small piece of indium foil
between the chip face and the copper mount for better thermal contact. I did
not do this, as I was told Raithel’s group does not either. I found tweezers to
be best for picking up and placing the TA chip.
5. Bend the TA (-) lead tab to be in contact with the custom-contact tab. Pre-flux
the copper contact piece, and then solder to the TA chip tab. A temperature
controlled ESD-safe solder iron was used, and the custom contact portion was
pre-fluxed using PF400 paste flux.
6. Assemble the copper mount on TEC and aluminum base. I used piece of pcb
board and then a copper piece as a ‘lid’ for the copper mount. Nylon screws
are currently used to attach the mount to the base.
7. Screw in the aspheric input and output lenses. Place Kapton tape over the open-
ing without wires between the lid and the copper mount (to prevent dust/air-
flow).
C.4 Alignment
Our alignment procedure consisted of first aligning the seed beam with the TA
chip, then optimizing the input aspheric lens to achieve maximal output power. The
output aspheric lens was then optimized to create a vertically collimated beam. The
horizontal axis was later collimated by a 200 mm cylindrical lens, and sent through
a x0.33 telescope (150 mm and -50 mm lens pair) to reduce the beam diameter.
Aligning the seed beam of 20 mW was achieved by first overlapping the TA chips
beam that exits the input port with the seed laser. The TA current was set to
1500 mA. Two Polaris mirror mounts from ThorLabs are used to steer the seed
beam into the TA. The beam is aligned to maximum output power, and then the
input polarization of the seed beam is adjusted with a half wave place to achieve
optimum output. The input polarization has a drastic effect on the output power.
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• Power Technology LD1616 Spec Sheet
• R.A. Nyman et al. “Tapered-amplified antireflection-coated laser diodes for
potassium and rubidium atomic-physics experiments.” Rev. Sci. Instrum. 77,
033105 (2006) : From the Aspect and Bouyer Group. Shows that two wave-
lengths can be supported by one, immutable-design TA. Their design CAD files
are online at http://129.175.199.88/research/KRub/docs/TA_mechanical.
pdf. [Accessed Feb. 2011].
• Qianli Ma et al., “High Performance of semiconductor optical amplifier available
for cold atom physics research”. Chinese Optics Letters 7, Vol 1. 010046-03
(2009). Employs a flexure design.
• D. Voight et al, “Characterization of a high-power tapered semiconductor am-
plifier system” Appl. Phys. B 72, 279-284 (2001). 200 mW output after a fiber
at 780 nm. Spectra Diode Laboratories chip (SDL8630E from 1996).
• Y. Xiong et al, “Design and characteristics of a tapered amplifier diode system
by seeding with continuous-wave and mode-locked external cavity diode laser.”
Optical Engineering 45 (12), 124205 (2006): Eagleyard chip (500 mW). Use 3D
fiber collimator mounts for collimation lenses.
• I. Shvarchuck et al. “Broad-area diode laser system for a rubidium Bose-Einstein
condensation experiment.” Appl. Phys. B 71, 475-480 (2000): Use a High
Power Devices Inc HPD1120 broad area laser diode. Get 160 mW after fiber.
• CAD files from Raithel group: provided by Mallory Traxler.
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D. Technical Notes on Building a BEC Apparatus
D.1 Aligning Double-Pass AOM’s: Cat’s eye
Aligning optics is a skill best learned over much practice, but it’s helpful to practice
the right things. Coupling laser beams into optical fibers, optimizing AOM diffraction
efficiencies, getting rid of astigmatisms, minimizing etalons, etc... are all skills one
picks up when working with ultracold atoms. One particularly peculiar alignment I
have found is a laser beam that is double-passed thorugh an AOM and then coupled
into an optical fiber. To allow for a broad bandwidth of frequencies, a “Cat’s Eye”
lens is used to make sure the resultant beam from the double-pass does not move,
and thus maintains good coupling into the optical fiber.
A Cat’s eye is a lens placed before a flat mirror, where the mirror is the focal
distance of the lens from the lens. When used in a double-pass, the lens is also it’s
focal length from the AOM. Ref. [147] is a helpful source on this type of setup, but
don’t include the details below. Method of alignment:
1. Check if the direction of input into the AOM and the polarization effect the
efficiency.
2. make sure all waveplates are perpendicular with the laser beam.
3. Optimize the AOM single-pass efficiency over the ranges of desired inputs.
4. Turn off AOM, align beam back on itself through AOM using mirror for the
Cat’s eye without the lens. Align into a fiber.
5. put in the Cat’s eye lens. Make sure it is it’s focal length from the mirror (more
critical) and the AOM (less critical). Use the back reflections from the lens’s
faces (if visible) to align the lens well. You should get a fair amount of light
into the fiber, but probably not the full amount. The more you have, the better
the alignment.
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6. fix the lens, maximize the fiber coupling for the plain zero order beam.
7. Turn on the AOM, and then block the zero-order beam. You should get good
coupling efficiency still, but less power due to the loss in the double-pass. Tweak
up the coupling efficiency first. Try over the range of frequencies you want. If
it doesn’t match the bandwidth of your AOM, then the alignment of the Cat’s
eye likely needs work.
8. adjust the angle of the AOM to maximize the power coupled into the fiber.
Shouldn’t strongly affect the coupling over your range of frequencies, however,
this has happened and indicates a possible defect in the AOM or your input
light.
9. If wanted, can fine-tune the angle of the Mirror to maximize coupling efficiency.
This seems to help by minimizing aberrations that are in your beam that reduce
the coupling efficiency.
D.2 Installing a laser diode in an ECDL
1. Connect the diode with the current wires in the ECDL while ensuring proper
precautions for handling electrostatic sensitive devices. Check if the diode
should be anode or cathod grounded, and set the current supply accordingly.
2. While the laser is in a free running (no feedback) configuration:
(a) measure the output power verses drive current. Look for a region of “hop-
free” slope of dP/dI at about 80% of the recommended operating current.
(b) measure the wavelength. Adjust the temperature to get to a region near
(within < 0.2 nm) of the desired set wavelength of the laser.
(c) Using the collimation lens, adjust the collimation of the laser in far field.
We usually try to set the collimation such that the laser is slightly focus
at about 8 meters.
3. Set the grating so that the laser is in Littrow. To do this, lower to the current
to just below the threshold lasing current, and then adjust the grating first
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up and down trying to see a “flash” of lasing light. Progressively lower the
input current and adjusting the grating to get lasing. Do a similar process with
the horizontal adjustment, checking the output wavelength to get the feedback
cavity from the grating to a stable wavelength at the desired lasing wavelength.
4. Rotate the laser diode mount until maximum output power is achieved. This
is to ensure that the polarization of the laser diode matches the polarization of
the grating. Recheck Littrow and the collimation of the laser after adjusting
the rotation.
5. Align the optical isolator after laser, and then align the laser with a cavity to
check the mode of the output. Adjust the current, temperature and grating as
necessary to get a stable mode.
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E. Experimental Control and Data Collection
E.1 Initial Considerations
In March 2011, I rewrote the entirety of the Labview code that controls the exper-
iment. The goal was to create a flexible and easily modifiable code base for all future
experiments. The new code employs a state-machine architecture. In addition, all of
the experimental controls are stored in Labview clusters, allowing for easier modifi-
cation and changes to the controls while leaving the fundamental state architecture
in place.
Figure E.1. The control and image aquisition computer share a variable,
IsExp, that changes the state of each computer. While the MOT is load-
ing, the Image computer runs Monitor, and the Control computer runs
Load. One the MOT reaches the size, the Montor program triggers the
IsExp variable, and switches to waiting to image. The Control computer
then runs the experiment, and triggers the Andor CCD camera via hard-
wire TTL at the correct moment. When the Andor is triggered, the Image
computer records the CCD image, and then returns to the Monitor state.
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E.2 Control Computer
The Control Computer Labview code utilizes a state-machine architecture. The
states of the machine are (see also Fig. E.2):
• Initialize: will check system to make sure everything is ready to run. WaveformBuilder
always follows this state.
• WaveformBuilder: has options to build both the experiment and loading wave-
forms.
• InitializeDevices: will be used to make sure all external devices are in a
ready state and have waveforms loaded if need be (e.g. AWG).
• LoadMOT: runs the Load MOT B waveform until triggered to begin the experi-
ment. This utilizes a Master-Slave architecture where the master is listening for
a signal from the imaging computer (or can be manually overridden) in order
to stop the slave, which is a continuous loading of MOT B function on the PCI
cards.
• RunExp: pushes the Experiment waveform to the PCI cards.
• EndExp: Always run right after RunExp. Goes to Wait, Stop, LoadMOT, or
WaveformBuilder depending on controls.
• Wait: this pauses the execution of any stages until the control Wait is released.
• Stop: this is used to stop the program. The program always goes through this
stage before stopping, so useful in clearing or changing any final devices before
shutting down.
E.3 Imaging Computer
The Imaging computer receives and processes images from the Andor CCD cam-
era. In addition, it stores all images and Control computer parameters. The images
can be accessed via FTP server run from the Imaging computer for remote analysis.
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%constants used in other matlab codes
mass = 86.909180520*1.66053873e-27; %kg
hbar= 1.05457148e-34; % kg m^2/s
kB= 1.38065e-23; %kg m^2/(s^2 K)
c=2.9979 e8; %m/s
wavelength =782.2e-9;% 782.2e-9; %m
kRecoil = 2*pi/ (wavelength); %m^-1
epQuad = 2*pi *0.97*3.5 e3/2; %quadradic shift in freq *2*pi
aBohr =5.29e-11; %bohr radius
aScat = 98* aBohr;
ER=hbar ^2* kRecoil ^2/(2* mass)/(hbar); %recoil energy
%ALL ENERGIES in terms of frequency (omega units).
E2K =((2* hbar*kRecoil)^2) /(2* mass*hbar); %recoil kinetic
energy of a 2 k momentum kick.
E4K =((4* hbar*kRecoil)^2) /(2* mass*hbar); %recoil kinetic
energy of a 4 k momentum kick.
ER=hbar ^2* kRecoil ^2/(2* mass)/(hbar); %recoil energy
F.2 plot3LevelBandDiagram.m
function [eigenValsOut ,eigenColorOut ]=




Delta = 0.6*ER; %detuning from resonance
RamanCoupling =4.5* ER;
kRange = linspace (-4*kRecoil ,4* kRecoil ,600);
Params = zeros (1,6);
Params (1) = RamanCoupling; %omega 12
Params (2) = RamanCoupling; %omega 23
Params (3) = 0; %omega 13
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Params (4) = Delta;%detuning 1
Params (5) = epQuad ; %detuning 2
Params (6) = Delta; %detuning 3
%Values of Coupled system
for i=1: length(kRange)
[Hmatrices (:,:,i), EigenVecs (:,:,i), EigenVals (:,:,i)
]= RamanCoupledHamiltonian(kRange(i),Params);
end
%Bare states of Coupled system
Params (1) = 0*ER; %omega 12
Params (2) = 0*ER; %omega 23
for i=1: length(kRange)




%rescale values to be in units of k_R and kHz
kRangeP =( squeeze(kRange)/( kRecoil));
EigenVals = EigenVals /(2*pi *1000);
EigenValsBare = EigenValsBare /(2*pi *1000);
eigenColor1 =( squeeze(EigenVecs (:,1,:)).^2) ';
eigenColor2 =( squeeze(EigenVecs (:,2,:)).^2) ';
eigenColor3 =( squeeze(EigenVecs (:,3,:)).^2) ';
eigenColor1 (: ,[2 ,3])=eigenColor1 (: ,[3 ,2]);
eigenColor2 (: ,[2 ,3])=eigenColor2 (: ,[3 ,2]);




eigenColorOut (1,:,:) = eigenColor1;
eigenColorOut (2,:,:) = eigenColor2;






set(gcf , 'PaperUnits ', 'inches ');
set(gcf , 'PaperPositionMode ', 'manual ');
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set(gcf , 'PaperSize ', [xSize ySize ]);






scatter(kRangeP ,eigenValsOut (1,:),sizeScatMark ,
eigenColor1 ,'o','filled ');
scatter(kRangeP ,eigenValsOut (2,:),sizeScatMark ,
eigenColor2 ,'o','filled ');




[valmin ,indmin ]=min(eigenValsOut (1,:));
valmax = eigenValsOut (2,indmin);
fntsize =10;
xlabel('k_y/k_r','FontSize ',fntsize);
ylabel('Energy /(h kHz)','FontSize ',fntsize)
set(gca ,'fontsize ',fntsize ,'linewidth ' ,1)
set(gcf ,'color ','w');
print(gcf , '-dpng', 'bandLevels.png');
end
F.3 RamanCoupledHamiltonian.m
function [Hmatrix EigenVecs EigenVals ]=
RamanCoupledHamiltonian(quasiK ,Params)
constants;%load constants
om12=Params (1); %omega X
om23=Params (2); % omega Y]
om13=Params (3); %omegaZ
det1 =Params (4);%detuning of 1st state
det2 =Params (5);%detuning of 2nd state
det3 =Params (6); %detuning of 3rd state
Hmat11 =(( hbar/ (2* mass))*( quasiK +2* kRecoil)^2-det1);
Hmat22 =(hbar/ (2* mass))*quasiK^2-det2;
Hmat33 =(( hbar /(2* mass))*(quasiK -2* kRecoil)^2+ det3);
Hmatrix = [Hmat11 om12/2 om13/2 ;
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om12/2 Hmat22 om23 /2;





G. Effects of magnetic dipole-dipole interactions in atomic
BECs with tunable s-wave interactions
Effects of magnetic dipole-dipole interactions in atomic Bose-Einstein condensates
with tunable s-wave interactions
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The s-wave interaction is usually the dominant form of interactions in atomic Bose-Einstein con-
densates (BECs). Recently, Feshbach resonances have been employed to reduce the strength of
the s-wave interaction in many atomic speicies. This opens the possibilities to study magnetic
dipole-dipole interactions (MDDI) in BECs, where the novel physics resulting from long-range and
anisotropic dipolar interactions can be explored. Using a variational method, we study the effect of
MDDI on the statics and dynamics of atomic BECs with tunable s-wave interactions. We bench-
mark our calculation against previously observed MDDI effects in 52Cr with excellent agreement,
and predict new effects that should be promising to observe experimentally. A parameter of mag-
netic Feshbach resonances, εdd,max, is used to quantitatively indicate the feasibility of experimentally
observing MDDI effects in different atomic species. We find that strong MDDI effects should be
observable in both in-trap and time-of-flight behaviors for the alkali BECs of 7Li, 39K, and 133Cs.
Our results provide a helpful guide for experimentalists to realize and study atomic dipolar quantum
gases.
PACS numbers: 03.75.-b, 67.85.Bc, 67.85.De
I. INTRODUCTION
The physics of ultracold dipolar quantum gases is a rich
and promising area of research. There is great interest
in the physical behaviors that result from dipole-dipole
interactions [1, 2]. An ultracold atomic gas of atoms
that posses a magnetic moment will have a magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction (MDDI). However, it is often
difficult to observe the effects of MDDI in many atomic
species (particularly alkalis), where the MDDI is typi-
cally much weaker than the isotropic, s-wave interactions.
For atomic species with magnetic Feshbach resonances,
however, the s-wave scattering length, as, can be tuned
via magnetic fields [3]. Employing Feshbach resonances
has led to fruitful and impressive developments in ultra-
cold atom research. Of interest here is that it allows for
the exploration of MDDI in Bose-Einstein condensates
(BECs). By tuning as to near zero, MDDI can become
the strongest interaction in the BEC.
The effect of MDDI in ultracold atomic gases was first
observed using a BEC of 52Cr atoms, which posses a
strong magnetic moment, μ, of 6 Bohr magnetons (μB)
[4]. The MDDI were observed to affect the aspect ratio
of the 52Cr BEC in time-of-flight (TOF) free expansion.
The MDDI effect on the stability of a BEC was also
experimentally studied in 52Cr, where for various trap
configurations the MDDI either made the BEC more or
less stable against collapse [5]. More recently, in 7Li the
MDDI effect was seen when comparing the axial length
∗ olsonaj@purdue.edu
of the BEC near as = 0 for two different trapping ge-
ometries [6]. Effects of MDDI have also been observed
on the decoherence rate in a 39K BEC atomic interferom-
eter [7], and on the spin domains of a spinor 87Rb Bose
gas [8]. Very recently, a BEC has been realized with
164Dy, with a strong magnetic moment of 10μB , exhibit-
ing dipolar effects even with no tuning of the scattering
length [9]. Many further effects due to MDDI have been
predicted such as the excitation of collective modes by
tuning the dipolar interaction [10], the emergence of a
biconcave structure with local collapse [11] [12], and the
modification of the phase diagram of dipolar spin-1 BECs
[13] [14] [15], of the soliton stability in 1D BECs [16], and
of vortices in BECs [17]. We refer the reader to recent re-
views for a further discussion of the multiplicity of MDDI
effects [1, 2].
Motivated by such rich physics, we theoretically model
the effects of MDDI and possibility of experimentally de-
tecting such effects in BECs of 52Cr and all the alkalis. In
Section II, we explain the variational method we employ
to model MDDI using a cylindrically-symmetric, Gaus-
sian Ansatz for the BEC wave-function [18]. In Section
III, we start by discussing the relevant parameters for
our simulations. We also introduce a key quantity used
in this paper, the ratio of s-wave scattering length, as, to
a length defined for MDDI, add. Next in that section we
present simulations of the effects of MDDI in 52Cr, in-
cluding those reported in Refs. [5] and [19], and predict
several additional effects that should be readily observ-
able. We also present simulations for the effects of MDDI
in 7Li, 39K and 133Cs, the three alkali BECs we identified




While a few other methods exist to model dipole-dipole
interaction effects in BECs [1, 20–23], the variational
method we employ has shown great utility because its
simple, analytic solutions are valid over a wide range of
experimental parameters [18, 24, 25]. Two types of inter-
actions are considered. The s-wave interaction is charac-
terized by the s-wave scattering length, as, and for dipole-
dipole interactions a parameter defined as add is used.
MDDI can be characterized by add = μ0μ
2M/(12π2),
where μ is the magnetic moment of the atom,M its mass,
and μ0 is the permeability of free space [26]. The atom-











Using that interaction term, the Gross-Pitaevskii equa-

















where the length unit is ar =
√
/mωr, the trap frequen-
cies are ωr and ωz for the respective radial and axial di-
rection, the time unit t = 2π/ωr, ψ is normalized to unity
(|ψ|2 = 1), and Vext(	r) = 12 (x2 + y2 + λz2)/2 is the trap
potential where the trap aspect ratio is λ = ωz/ωr. For
this paper, we adopt the nomenclature for trap shapes
that is common to experiments: the symmetrical a.k.a.
spherical (λ = 1), the cigar a.k.a. prolate (λ < 1), and
the pancake a.k.a. oblate (λ > 1) shapes [5]; we also
assume that the magnetic field is applied along the ax-
ial direction. Using a cylindrical-symmetric, Gaussian
Ansatz for the BEC wave-function [27]



















the variational method results in two differential equa-
tions that describe the mean axial, qz, and radial, qr,
lengths of the BEC (detailed solution in Ref. [18], noting
[28]):










































κ ≡ qr/qz, the BEC aspect ratio (5c)
f(κ) ≡ [−4κ
4 − 7κ2 + 2 + 9κ4H(κ)]
2(κ2 − 1)2 (5d)
g(κ) ≡ [−2κ
4 + 10κ2 + 1− 9κ2H(κ)]




These coupled differential equations model BEC be-
havior with (keeping add) and without (setting add = 0)
MDDI effects, and they can be numerically solved to
model three experimentally relevant situations:
1. The static, in-situ sizes for a trapped BEC are
found by setting the time-dependent components,
q̈r and q̈z, to zero.
2. In-trap dynamics are modeled by keeping all terms.
3. Time-of-flight (TOF) free expansion behavior is
modeled by removing the the terms qr and λ
2qz,
which represent the trapping potential, on the left
sides of Eqns. 4.
III. RESULTS
In this section, we employ the above method to solve
for both the in-trap and TOF behaviors of BECs with
MDDI [29]. We also find the threshold as, denoted
athresholds , below which the BEC is unstable and collapses.
We benchmark our variational calculations against avail-
able experimental results in 52Cr and find good agree-
ment (Section III.B). We also make predictions of MDDI
effects in the alkalis, and find that 7Li, 39K, and 133Cs are
the species most favorable for the exploration of MDDI
effects.
A. Parameters
The input parameters used in our simulation are the
number of atoms in the trap (N), the magnetic dipole
moment of the atom (μ), the mass of the atom (M),
the axial (fz) and radial (fr) frequencies of the trap
(2πfr,z = ωr,z), and the s-wave scattering length (as).
An applied magnetic field can tune as via a Feshbach res-





, where Δ is the width and B∞ is the
location of the Feshbach resonance, and abg is the scat-
tering length far from any resonances. An experimen-
tal limit for reaching small as is the precision of control
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Species |F,mF > μ/μBa as,min (a0) add (a0) εdd,max
7Li |1,+1 > 0.94 0.0007 0.041 58.4
23Na |1,+1 > 0.91 0.572 0.047 0.08
39K |1,+1 > 0.95 0.0022 0.287 130
41K |1,−1 > 0.07 0.104 0.002 .020
85Rb |2,−2 > -0.57 0.067 0.223 3.33
87Rb |1,+1 > 0.73 5.98 0.374 0.062
133Cs |3,−3 > -0.75 0.0096 0.607 63.2
52Cr |3,−3 > 6 0.473 15.2 32.2
a Calculated at B0
TABLE I. Parameters for variational computations, with the
maximum value of εdd as calculated from Eqn. 6.
over the magnetic fields. In typical ultracold atom ex-
periments an experimental precision δB/B of approxi-
mately 10−5 can be realized [30–32]. As μ depends on
the strength of the magnetic field, we calculate μ at
B0 = B∞ + Δ (where as = 0), denoted μcross. For ref-
erence, some parameters for known Feshbach resonances
from the literature are listed along with the calculated
values of μcross in Appendix A Table III.
To compare the potential for experimentally observing
MDDI effects in the various atomic species of interest, we
employ the dimensionless ratio εdd = add/as used in Ref.
[19], focusing on its maximal value that can be achieved
experimentally:







where as,min ≈ abg (δB/Δ) is the minimal as that can be
achieved given a typical experimental magnetic field sta-
bility (assumed to be δB/B0 ≈ 10−5). The alkali species
that are the best candidates for observing and studying
MDDI effects in BECs are clearly 7Li and 39K and 133Cs
(see Table I). We note that 52Cr, while having a much
larger add, does not have a broad Feshbach resonance
that allows for as precise tuning of as as in some of the
alkalis.
As an initial verification of our model, we compute κ,
in-situ (t = 0) and in the TOF asymptotic limit (t →
∞) assuming only s-wave interactions, for both strongly
interaction (as → Large) and non-interacting (as = 0)
cases. The expected in-trap and TOF behaviors of a
BEC in such limiting cases are (see Refs. [33, 34]):














4. If λ  1 or λ 
 1, and if as = Large with t → ∞,




Our variational calculation (performed with μ = 0 in


















































FIG. 1. The calculated in-trap BEC aspect ratio (a), radial
length (b), and axial length (c) of a 52Cr BEC with (solid,
blue) and without (dashed, black) MDDI for a range of trap
aspect ratios, λ. In this simulation, the favg = 700 Hz, the
atom number N = 2 × 104, and as = 15a0. The magnetic
field is, as for all simulations in this paper, aligned along the
axial direction.
B. Effects of MDDI in 52Cr BEC
The first observation of MDDI in a BEC was with 52Cr.
As 52Cr is the most studied atomic species so far for
MDDI effects in BECs, we present and benchmark our
calculation and results for 52Cr before discussing the al-
kalis. We used 52Cr to demonstrate four characteristic
MDDI effects, discussed in detail below.
1. Effect of MDDI on in-situ aspect ratio of a BEC
A calculated result of a 52Cr BEC trapped in a har-
monic trap is shown in Fig. 1. For a nearly symmetrical
trap (λ ≈ 1, which is the case for the experiment in
Ref. [5]) the MDDI increase the axial length of the BEC
and reduce its radial length compared to a BEC with no
MDDI, leading to a decreased aspect ratio. However, if
the trap is very prolate, λ  1 (very oblate, λ 
 1), we










































































































FIG. 3. The aspect ratio of a 52Cr BEC vs the time-of-flight duration,tTOF , for different scattering lengths (a-d) with parameters
chosen to resemble those in Ref. [19]. We additionally show simulated TOF behavior where MDDI nearly (e) and actually (f)
causes BEC collapse. Upon the release of the BEC, the scattering length is tuned to as = 10 a0 in (e), and as = 5 a0 in (f).
For (a-f), N = 3× 104, fr = 600 Hz, and fz = 370 Hz.
would become easier to observe in TOF measurements
taken from different instants of the oscillations. As seen
in Fig. 4 (d) and (e), the aspect ratio in TOF changes
by a factor of about 2 because of the MDDI. An in-depth
treatment of the modes of oscillatory, in-trap dynamics
of a BEC with MDDI can be found in Refs. [38] and [39].
MDDI effects have been observed in collective oscilla-
tions of 52Cr BECs [40]. While the results of Ref. [40]
cannot be directly simulated by our method because their
magnetic field was not aligned on the axial direction of
the BEC, we are motivated by this experiment to study
the collective oscillations of BECs with MDDI. By tak-
ing the Fourier transform of the time-dependent, in-trap
oscillations, we obtain the frequency spectra of the col-
lective oscillations of a BEC with MDDI, exemplified in
Fig 5. The three lowest modes of oscillation were ob-
served, and shifts due to MDDI were seen in both the
amplitude and frequency of the modes.
C. Results for alkalis
1. Highlight of MDDI effects in Alkali BECs: stability
A central point of our paper is that MDDI effects are
also possible to observe in BECs of the alkalis, even with
a much smaller μ than 52Cr. To show this, we compare
dipolar collapse for BECs of various species in Fig. 6. If
the MDDI are not included in the model, then the BECs
are stable for any positive value of as. However, with
MDDI the BEC aspect ratio decreases more substantially
as as is reduced towards zero. The BEC collapses be-
yond a athresholds , indicated by the heavy dot. The value
of athresholds can be compared with the as,min of Table I,
indicated by the colored bars in the figure. This compar-
ison clearly indicates whether the observation of collapse
due to MDDI is feasible with current experimental abil-
ities and reveals 7Li, 39K, and 133Cs as promising alkali
species for such an observation.
2. 7Li, 39K, and 133Cs
We find that 7Li, 39K, and 133Cs possess the greatest
potential among alkali BECs for exploring MDDI effects.
Several examples of such effects are shown in the sim-
ulations below. We describe 7Li in detail, and similar
results are presented for 39K and 133Cs. The |1,+1 >
state of 7Li is excellent for studying MDDI effects as it
has the the widest known Feshbach resonance of the alkali
atoms; the slope at zero-crossing is only ≈ 0.1a0/G [6].
Using our variational method, we find that each of the
MDDI effects discussed so far in 52Cr should be observ-
able within current experimental capabilities with 7Li as
well.
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FIG. 4. The aspect ratio,(a), the axial length, (b), and the
radial length,(c), for a 52Cr BEC evolving in trap with an
initial radial length twice the static value and the initial axial
length half the static value. (d) and (e) show the free expan-
sion for the BEC if it were released at times from the trap
when the aspect ratio is at a minimum and maximum values
respectively. The release points are indicated with arrows in
(a). The parameters used in (a-e) are fz = fr = 700Hz,
N = 2× 104, and as = 14a0.
In Fig. 7, (a) shows the effect of λ and as on the sta-
bility of a BEC with MDDI. The line for each simulated
BEC atom numbers N indicates the boundary between
the stable (above) and unstable (below) regimes. Similar
to the 52Cr case (Fig. 2), the effect of MDDI is to stabi-
lize a BEC in a pancake trap, and to destabilize a BEC
in a cigar trap. (b) shows κ over a range of λ, with the
collapsed regime indicated by the dotted faint line. (c)
shows plots of κ after release from a trap. The in-trap
starts with as = 0.01a0 (in the stable regime), and upon
release (at t = 0 in the simulation) as is tuned to 0.001a0
to induce collapse in free expansion. Such rapid modula-
tion of as has already been performed experimentally in
7Li BECs [41], and here could be used to reveal MDDI ef-
fects. (d) shows the in-trap evolution of a BEC initially
at as = 0.01a0 and then tuned to 0.001a0 at t = 0 to
induce in-trap collapse due to MDDI. Neglecting MDDI
would result in a stable, oscillating BEC, as seen in Fig. 7
(d). The results in Fig. 7 offer four methods for detecting
MDDI in 7Li BECs. Similar calculations are provided for
39K and 133Cs, as seen in Fig. 8 and 9 respectively. We
have shown that the MDDI can have substantial impact
on the shape and stability for each of these alkali BECs.
3. Other Alkalis
While some of the other alkalis have potential for ob-
serving the effects of MDDI, the effects are usually small.
For example, in 23Na and 85Rb BECs with atom number
and trapping frequencies similar to current experiments
(see Table II), a calculation including MDDI makes a five
to ten percent difference in TOF aspect ratio from a cal-
culation where MDDI are not included. Thus, though
small, the MDDI effect lies within the bounds of possible
experimental observations. For 41K and 87Rb, however,
the Feshbach resonance is too narrow to provide the pre-
cision control of as to carry out the type of experiments
proposed here, and the MDDI effect is less than a one
percent perturbation on the aspect ratio.
D. Results for 164Dy and 168Er
Due to the much higher dipole moments in 164Dy and
168Er (10μB [9] and 7μB [42], respectively) the effects of
MDDI will be strongly apparent with larger values of as
than the alkalis. In Fig. 10 we present similar calculations
to those of the alkali figures for these highly magnetic
moment species, with the collapse dynamics occuring at
higher values of as.
IV. CONCLUSION
We showed that the variational method provides a use-
ful and simple tool to simulate the effects of MDDI in
BECs and presented various results for 52Cr and the al-
kalis. For example, examining the the aspect ratio of
freely expanding BECs should be sufficient for detecting
the effects of MDDI in many species, and we suggest the
investigation of 7Li, 39K , and 133Cs as favorable to de-
tect such effects. We mention that future investigation of
MDDI among non-alkali species looks promising as well.
The achievement of BECs with 164Dy (μ = 10μB)[9] and
168Er (μ = 7μB) [43] is quite exciting, as the add for












































































































































































FIG. 5. Simulation of a 52Cr BEC frequency spectra of the in-trap oscillations. Frequency spectra are obtained by taking the
Fourier transform of the in-trap oscillations of the aspect ratio κ (a,d), radial length qr (b,e), and the axial length qz (c,f)
that occur after changing the axial size to qa,i from its in-trap equilibrium value, qa,0. The colorbar gives the amplitude of the
FFT for each plot. Note the shifts in both amplitude and frequency of oscillations between the simulations including (a-c) and
not including (d-f) MDDI. The parameters assumed a spherical trap with fr = fa = 700Hz, N=2× 104, and as = 14a0.
than even that of 52Cr. The ability to tune as by Fes-
hbach resonance could make these species unparalleled
for the observation of strong MDDI effects. The method
presented here is applicable to both species. To close,
we highlight that the effects of MDDI on the BEC shape
provide a clear and intuitive picture of MDDI in BECs.
The examination of the BEC aspect ratio, for example,
can be used as a sensitive measurement of the as value
in situ, and may prove a helpful calibration method for
future studies of other—perhaps more exotic—MDDI ef-
fects. We also note that while our discussion is limited
to magnetic dipole-dipole interactions in this paper, the
variational method we present is general for all dipo-
lar BECs and may be employed in calculating effects of
electric dipole-dipole interactions (e.g. polar molecular
BECs) as well [18].
Appendix A: Supplemental Experimental
Parameters
Typical atom numbers and trap frequencies currently
employed in experimental studies of alkali BECs from
the literature are listed below to show the experimental
feasibility of the simulations provided here (Table II).
Species fr (Hz) fz (Hz) Num of Atoms Ref
7Li 193 3 3 × 105 [6]
23Na 1500 150 3 × 105 [44]
39K 65 to 74 92 3 × 104 [45]
41K 325 15 3 × 105 [46]
85Rb 17 6.8 1 × 105 [47]
87Rb 930 11 3.6 × 106 [30]
133Cs 14 14 1.6 × 104 [48]
52Cr 600 370 3 × 104 [19]
TABLE II. An example list of representative parameters for
alkali BECs from the literature.
Appendix B: Calculating the Magnetic Moment
A key parameter for the variational simulation is the
value of the magnetic dipole moment, as add ∝ μ2. In low
fields, the magnetic moment is found from the Zeeman
effect, where
ΔE|FmF> = μBgFmFBz (B1)
In such a case, μ = μBgFmF . For higher fields, however,
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